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Executive Summary 

In today’s affluent society the function of consumption has changed. Consumers do not 

primarily purchase products to satisfy their basic physiological and safety needs anymore but 

to reach higher-order goals. Social needs, self-esteem needs and the need for self-actualisation 

come to the fore and play a more important role in the purchase of products. Thus, brands are 

increasingly positioned within the emotional- and experiential world of the consumers and 

non-functional product attributes such as the symbolic meaning gain in importance. Within 

this frame, a personality-directed brand management has found its way into the business 

world. The understanding of brands as personalities enables a company to better exploit the 

emotional benefits of a brand and to build up long-term customer-brand relationships and 

therewith also brand equity.  

 

This thesis analyses the impact that brand personality has on brand value and therewith also 

its role for a company’s existence. Thereby it becomes apparent that even though the essential 

role which brand as well as consumer personalities play for the creation and maintenance of 

brand equity seems to be long recognised, self-concept research as well as research about the 

relationships between consumer and brand personalities is still in its infancy. A multitude of 

different frameworks and approaches exist, however, with little or no common theoretical 

basis. Therefore, brand personality research is complex and intransparent.  

 

In view of this fact, it is concluded that further research is needed with regard to theory 

generation and model construction in order to successfully incorporate the brand personality 

construct into the brand management process. Thereby, much work is particularly needed 

with regard to the relationship between brand personality and brand value since this is the 

research area least examined. Following from the few research studies that exist, a positive 

relationship between brand personality and brand value is derived. Thereby, self-congruence 

seems to have an even stronger impact than brand personality per se. Furthermore, it is 

concluded that brand personality only indirectly influences brand value through its effect on 

the consumer’s mind-set (brand equity). However, due to the insufficient testing, it is not 

possible to clearly answer the question about a brand personality’s impact on brand value. 

Thus, further research is needed in order to develop a consistent, universally valid framework 

which incorporates the different relationships between brand personality and brand equity and 

thereby allows for an effective, goal-oriented management of brand personalities.  
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1. Introduction  

Scientists have recognised the importance of brand personalities already since a long time. 

Domizlaff (1939) for example wrote in his ‘22 Basic Laws of Natural Branding’1 that a brand 

is the product of personality and that a brand’s personality is the factor which supports the 

brand’s identity the most. Similar to that, Rieger (1985) claimed that brands without 

personality are condemned to death. This understanding has not changed until today where 

brand personalities play an elementary role in the effective management of brands. 

Researchers and marketers are interested in the brand personality phenomenon more than ever 

and seek to comprehend the effect that brand personality has on consumer behaviour and 

brand value. The paper at hand contributes to this discussion by reviewing and evaluating 

related theories as well as analysing the role which a brand’s personality plays within the 

consumer-brand relationship and the process of building brand equity. 

 

1.1 Relevance of the Topic 

The role of brands within companies has changed over the last decades. Being no longer just 

any part of the corporate value chain they are today the key to a company’s success. This 

development can be explained by the fact that the market value of a company does not mainly 

come from its tangible assets anymore, but its intangibles and goodwill. Brands as intangible 

assets thus gain more and more importance for a company’s existence. This rising position of 

brands within companies implicates the need to understand how to manage the brand 

governance mechanisms effectively in order to maximise brand value and therewith also the 

company’s profit (Bauer et al., 2000; Keller, 2008). However, the market conditions have 

changed over the years and make an effective brand management difficult. The product life 

cycle of products is getting shorter which implies that new products are entering the market 

more quickly. The number of products and services offered on the market is exploding as can 

be seen by the fact that 100,000 new products have been launched on the German market in a 

period of only two years, which equals 910 products on average per week (BBDO, 2001). 

Within the frame of this product boom companies increasingly struggle to differentiate their 

products from those of competitors. Besides, it is not only the total number of new products 

offered on a market which increases but also their homogeneity. The available products are 

very similar to each other and can be replaced by several other products since they all satisfy 

the same functional basic needs of the consumers. Thereby, products can not only replace 

                                                 
1 Translated from German:  „Die 22 Gesetze der natürlichen Markenbildung“ (Domizlaff, 1939). 
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each other in terms of their range of services or functions that they offer but also with regard 

to the quality of their service provision. Thus, the product becomes substitutable which again 

makes a differentiation more and more difficult. In addition to that, the saturation of the 

market results in a predatory competition which means that the company’s market share can 

only grow by winning over customers from competitors (Bauer et al., 2000; Hieronimus, 

2003).  

 

Besides these challenging factors from the supply side there are also changes on the demand 

side which need to be taken into consideration when managing a brand. In today’s affluent 

society, in which the provision with basic supplies is secured, the function of consumption has 

changed. Consumers do not primarily purchase products to satisfy their basic physiological 

and safety needs anymore but to reach higher-order goals. Social needs, self-esteem needs and 

the need for self-actualisation come to the fore and play a more important role in the purchase 

of products. Thus, brands are increasingly positioned within the emotional- and experiential 

world of the consumers and non-functional product attributes such as the symbolic meaning 

gain in importance. Furthermore, brands often undertake social-psychological functions and 

serve as a tool for self-expression, which means that consumers use brands as a reflective self 

(Bauer & Huber, 1997; Hieronimus, 2003).  

 

A suitable way to deal with the above mentioned challenges is a personality-directed brand 

management. The understanding of a brand as personality enables a company to better exploit 

the emotional benefits of a brand and to build up long-term customer-brand relationships and 

therewith also brand equity. Apart from that, the understanding of brands as personalities 

facilitates the differentiation from other competitors. Analyses have shown that non-product 

related attributes such as the brand’s personality are a much stronger differentiator than purely 

product-related attributes (Biel, 1993). A brand’s personality is very difficult if not impossible 

to imitate by competitors and can thus give companies a sustainable competitive advantage 

(Hieronimus, 2003).  
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1.2 Problem Formulation 

Following the previous problem outline, the research question of this thesis can be formulated 

as follows:  

How does brand personality influence brand value? 

 

This main problem is approached through a number of sub-questions that will be addressed in 

the different chapters: 

 

• What is a brand personality? 

• How can brand personality be measured? 

• What are the determinants of a brand’s personality? 

• How does brand personality affect consumer behaviour? 

• Is there a relationship between the consumer’s and the brand’s personality? 

• How does brand personality contribute to create and maintain brand equity? 

 

1.3 Methodology 

The above mentioned research question with its corresponding sub-questions serve as a 

general structure for the thesis at hand and guide the research effort. Thereby, the analysis is 

based upon findings and theories from the consumer behaviour and personality psychology 

literature as well as recent articles from different marketing and psychology journals. The 

respective findings are furthermore extended by or confronted with results from various 

empirical research studies which provide more depth to the discussion. Even though the 

essential role which brand as well as consumer personalities play for the creation and 

maintenance of brand equity is long recognised, self-concept research as well as research 

about the relationships between consumer and brand personalities is still in its infancy. A 

multitude of different frameworks and approaches exist, however, with little or no common 

theoretical basis. Some studies even seem to be atheoretical (Sirgy, 1982). Further research is 

thus needed with regard to theory generation and model construction. Therefore, it is 

necessary to critically review already existing theories and approaches, to determine their 

similarities and differences and to derive future research needs, which will be done within the 

frame of this thesis. The author’s contribution to the discussion is the meta-analysis of 

existing frameworks and empirical studies, the application of these theories with regard to 
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brand management and the derivation of managerial implications as well as future research 

needs. 

 

1.4 Structure 

The first part of the thesis consists of an introduction chapter, which illustrates the relevance 

of the topic and defines the thesis’ research question. Furthermore, it outlines the research 

approach as well as its structure. The second chapter gives an introduction to brand 

management in general by defining the term ‘brand’ and explaining its importance for the 

consumer’s purchase decision as well as the company’s existence. Chapter 3 provides a 

conceptualisation of the brand personality construct in reference to different theories from 

personality psychology and presents the dimensions and determinants of a brand’s 

personality. Thereby, the Brand Personality Scale of Aaker (1997) is given particular 

consideration. Chapter 4 discusses the impact which brand personalities have on consumers’ 

behaviours and presents three distinct frameworks: the Functional Benefit Representation 

Model, the Self-Expression Model and the Relationship Basis Model. Special attention is 

thereby paid to the Self-Expression Model which initiates the discussion about the meaning of 

brands, consumers’ self-concepts as well as existing self-concept theories. This analysis is 

continued in Chapter 5 where the role of brand personalities within the brand value chain is 

examined. The thesis concludes with managerial implications derived from the research 

results, limitations as well as an outlook for future research needs.  

 

Within this thesis the terms brand equity and brand strength are used interchangeably.  
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2. An Introduction to Brand Management 

Before the thesis’ research question will be investigated in full detail it is necessary to define 

and delimitate relevant terms in order to secure a common understanding. Within the 

following chapter the emergence, development and meaning of the term brand will thus be 

explained and finally defined for the frame of this thesis. Furthermore, the importance of 

brands for the company as well as the consumer will be elaborated on. 

 

2.1 The Emergence and Development of the Term ‘Brand’ 

The emergence and development of brands is no phenomenon of the modern times but can be 

traced back many centuries ago. Already then brands were used to distinguish goods of one 

producer from the other. In the ancient world for instance, pottery makers marked their clay 

jugs to indicate origin (Hieronimus, 2003). Originally, the term ‘brand’ stems from the Old 

Norse word brandr which means ‘to burn’ and which can be explained by the fact that brands 

were and still are used by farmers to mark and identify their livestock (Keller, 2008). 

According to the emergence of brands as a tool of differentiation the American Marketing 

Association (AMA) defines a brand as a “name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a 

combination of them, intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of 

sellers and to differentiate them from those of competition” (Keller, 2008, p. 2). Today, this 

definition is considered to be outdated not only because of its limitation of brands as mere 

tools of differentiation but also because of the equalisation of brands with any kind of sign, 

symbol, name or the like (Keller, 2008; DeChernatony, 1998). The problem with this 

definition is that this would mean that a brand is created whenever a marketer creates a new 

logo, symbol or design for a new product. Many marketers therefore contradict with this 

definition by stating that a brand is more than just a sign or symbol in that it is “something 

that has actually created a certain amount of awareness, reputation, prominence, and so on in 

the marketplace” (Keller, 2008, p.2). Paul Southgate (1994, p. 8) agrees with that as well by 

saying that “a brand is not only a name, logo or graphic device. It is also a set of intangible 

values in the mind of the consumers. A strong brand is therefore alive, rich, complex and 

enormously powerful”. 

 

Initiated by the shortcomings of the AMA’s definition a plethora of new definitions for the 

term ‘brand’ has evolved over the years. However, until today no uniform definition could be 

found. Within their research of the development of the term ‘brand’ de Chernatony & Riley 
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(1998) tried to order the various definitions by categorising them into one of the twelve main 

themes previously identified. An overview and explanation of the twelve main themes 

addressed in the multitude of brand definitions is presented in Appendix 1. The authors 

concluded from their research that a brand is a complex multidimensional construct but were 

not able to break the many interpretations down into one universal definition.  

In a more recent work, de Chernatony (2009) summarised the various brand definitions in an 

evolutionary spectrum which is supposed to show the stages of development of brand 

definitions (see Figure 1).  

 

It becomes obvious here that although de 

Chernatony & Riley (1998) evaluated all 

brand definitions to be of equal importance 

and relevance, de Chernatony now 

determines a clear hierarchy. For example, 

while back then the interpretation of brands 

as added values was only one possible 

definition among many others it is now 

resented as the single valid interpretation of 

a brand. Derived from this understanding, de 

Chernatony (2009, p. 104) finally defines a 

brand as “a cluster of values that enables a promise to be made about a unique and welcomed 

experience”. This definition captures today’s understanding of a brand as consisting of 

tangible, product-related attributes as well as intangible, non-product-related characteristics 

(the added value). Thereby it is important to note that it is especially the added value which 

makes the difference between a brand and a simple product and which can give a company a 

competitive advantage (Aaker, 1996). The idea that brands are more than just products is also 

picked up by Keller (2008, p.5) who states that “a brand is (...) more than a product, because it 

can have dimensions that differentiate it in some way from other products designed to satisfy 

the same need. What distinguishes a brand from its unbranded commodity counterpart and 

gives it equity is the sum total of consumers’ perceptions and feelings about the product’s 

attributes and how they perform, about the brand name and what it stands for, and about the 

company associated with the brand”. 

pFigure 1: Managerial Evolving Interpretations of ‘brand’       

 (Evolutionary Spectrum) 

 (Source: De Chernatony, 2009, p. 102) 
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Concluding it can be said that even though no universal definition of the term ‘brand’ exists it 

becomes obvious that brands are more than a mere tool of differentiation like the AMA’s 

definition claims. As de Chernatony & Riley (1998) found out, brands are a complex 

multidimensional construct which is probably also the reason why no single universally valid 

definition exists. However, the recognition of brands as consisting of tangible as well as 

value-adding intangible assets shall serve as a sufficient definition within the frame of this 

thesis.  

 

2.2 Why do brands matter? 

Today, the market value of a company does not mainly depend on its tangible assets anymore, 

but its intangibles and goodwill. Brands as intangible assets are thus of fundamental 

importance for a company’s existence. Strong brands take on important functions and can 

help a company to exploit various benefits and to increase its market value. They are, for 

instance, a source of a competitive advantage and build the basis for customer-brand-

relationships. Loyal customers are furthermore less price-sensitive so that companies can 

charge a higher price. Thus brands become a source of financial returns. Last but not least, 

strong brands provide a platform for the development of new products such as brand 

extensions which benefit from the already existing brand image (Meffert et al., 2002b). 

However, brands do not only take on important functions from a company’s perspective. 

They function as an aid to orientation for consumers since they clearly mark a product and 

indicate the source of origin. Through the identification of a brand with a specific company 

brands also become a signal of quality. Furthermore, they often serve as a risk and search cost 

reducer for consumers since they recognise the brand. Finally, brands are also a symbolic 

device which means that consumers purchase a brand not only for its functional benefits but 

also its meaning. Consumers use brands as a status symbol and to express their own 

personality (Meffert et al., 2002b). 
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3. How Brands Become People – A Conceptualisation of Brand Personality 

The concept of brand personality is increasingly gaining in importance within the successful 

management of brands. A personality-directed brand management enables a company to 

better exploit the non-product-related, emotional benefits of a brand and to establish 

customer-brand relationships. However, in order to succeed a company needs to know about 

the various dimensions of the brand personality construct and how to manage them 

efficiently. Since the brand personality concept is based upon findings from personality 

psychology, relevant theories from this field of study will be presented first. Afterwards, 

different approaches to the conceptualisation of brand personality as well as its determinants 

will be introduced.  

 

3.1 Basics and Relevant Theories from Personality Psychology 

Derived from the ancient Latin word ‘persona’ and the medieval Latin word ‘personalitas’ 

the origins of the term ‘personality’ date back to the Middle Ages. The original meaning of 

the word is ‘mask’ which refers to the external appearance of an individual. Today, 

researchers use the term personality not only for the outward appearance of an individual but 

also in reference to a person’s inner characteristics and qualities (Smith & Vetter, 1982). 

Arnould et al. (2005, p. 389) define personality as “the distinctive and enduring patterns of 

thoughts, emotions, and behaviours that characterise each individual’s adaptation to the 

situations of his or her life”. It becomes obvious from this definition that personality is a 

relatively stable construct which is unique to each individual and thus distinguishes it from 

others. An individual’s consistent self-representations, e.g. his behaviour, values, attitudes and 

beliefs, or physical appearance, form the basis for what we understand as personality. Arnould 

et al.’s (2005) definition is only one among a multitude of other interpretations. However, 

none of them prevails so that Arnould et al.’s general conception of the personality construct 

shall serve as an adequate definition within the frame of this paper.   

 

Personality psychology deals with the exploration of the human personality. It seeks to 

explain the individual differences between people and aims at capturing the uniqueness of 

each of them. It attempts to understand the repeating patterns of human behaviour and to link 

these with an individual’s personality (Pervin et al., 2005). Personality psychology thus tries 

to distinguish individuals from each other and is therefore often equated with the Differential 

Psychology, a term mainly coined by William Stern. This, however, is wrong: while 
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personality psychology deals only with differences between people at a certain point of time 

(interindividual differences), differential psychology also comprises differences within a 

person in different situations (intraindividual differences) (Amelang & Bartussek, 1997). 

Within personality psychology a multitude of theories exist which try to explain the complex 

construct of human personality. They have varying research approaches whereby none of 

them prevails (Pervin et al., 2005). Due to the large number of personality theories it is not 

possible to present all of them within the frame of this paper. Instead, the following 

discussion will focus on the factor and typological theories which are the theories most 

commonly used in the brand personality literature2. 

 

The factor-analytical approach to personality psychology is based upon the assumption that 

people possess a wide spectrum of characteristics, so-called traits, which enables them to 

react in different ways. Thereby, the characteristic traits of an individual are indicative of the 

likely behaviour of the person in a specific situation (Cattel, 1979). Arnould et al. (2005, p. 

390) define traits as “characteristics in which one person differs from another in a relatively 

permanent and consistent way”, which means that traits are supposed to endure over time and 

situations. Advocates of the factor-analytical approach agree upon the fact that characteristic 

traits are the foundation of the human personality. However, they do not agree upon which 

traits are to be subsumed under the characteristics that determine personality as can be seen by 

the differing results of the various research studies (Pervin et al., 2005). Factor or trait 

theories are mainly influenced by the studies of Guilford (1959), Cattell (1979) and Eysenck 

(1970) which will be shortly elaborated on in the following paragraphs. 

 

Back in the 30s, Guilford (1959) already started to develop questionnaires in order to explore 

the characteristic traits which underlie human behaviour. Thereby, he defined personality as 

“unique pattern of traits” (Guilford, 1959, p.4). Guilford identified seven dimensions or 

characteristic traits of personality which he classified into four categories: somatic 

characteristics, which contain morphologic and physiologic traits, capabilities and 

qualifications (aptitudes), temperament, and motivational characteristics, which include the 

three dimensions needs, interests and attitudes (Fisseni, 1998).  

 

                                                 
2 For a detailed presentation of the various theoretical approaches to personality psychology see Smith & Vetter, 
1982 or Pervin et al., 2005.  
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Contrasting Guilford’s seven dimensions of personality, Cattel (1979) developed the 16 

Personality Factor Inventory which, according to his opinion, allows for a complete 

description of the human personality and which can be interculturally replicated. Cattel 

(1979) based his research on the work of Allport & Odbert (Allport & Odbert, 1936) who 

conducted a psycholexical study3 in which they looked up all personality-relevant expressions 

in the Webster’s New International Dictionary. The resulting 17,953 expressions were 

clustered into four categories: personal traits, passing activities and states, social evaluations 

and metaphorical and doubtful terms. Cattel used the 4,500 personal traits and 100 activities 

and states expressions and narrowed them down to finally sixteen dimensions (Pervin, 2005). 

 

Cattel and Guilford both followed an inductive approach, meaning that they first collected 

facts about personality from which they later derived the respective personality dimensions. 

In contrast to that, Eysenck used a deductive theoretical approach which means that he first 

formulated the theoretical concept which he then further examined in a second step (Fisseni, 

1998). Resulting from his studies, Eysenck initially postulated a two-factor-solution and 

described human personality with only two dimensions (‘Extraversion’ and ‘Neuroticism’). 

These two dimensions became also known as the ‘Big 2’ of human personality. In a later 

research Eysenck extended this personality framework and validated an additional third 

dimension which he called ‘Psychoticism’ (Eysenck, 1970). 

 

From the above presented research works it becomes obvious that no unified solution was 

found to explain the complex construct of human personality. While Guildford derived at a 

seven-factor-solution, Cattel determined sixteen personality dimensions and Eysenck again 

only three. Even though the three differing results do not completely contradict with each 

other - Eysenck’s personality dimensions for instance are also represented within Cattel’s 16 

Personality Factor Inventory - they also do not provide a satisfactory explanation of the 

personality construct (Weis & Huber, 2000).  

 

 

 

                                                 
3 The psycholexical approach is based upon the assumption that “those individual differences that are most 
salient and socially relevant in people’s lives will eventually become encoded into their language: the more 
important such a difference, the more likely it is to become expressed as a single word. The analysis of the 
personality vocabulary represented in a natural language should thus yield a finite set of attributes that people in 
the language community have generally found to be the most important” (John et al., 1988, pp.174-175). 
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Theory Defined Personality Dimensions

Guilford
(1959)

7 Dimensions:
- Somantic characteristics: morphologic and physiologoc traits
- Temperament
- Aptitudes
- Motivational characteristics: interests, needs and attitudes

Cattel
(1979)

16 Dimensions:
- Warmth: impersonal / distant vs. warm / outgoing
- Reasoning: abstract vs. concrete thinking
- Emotional Stability: low vs. high emotional stability
- Dominance: submissiveness vs. dominance
- Liveliness: desurgency vs. surgency
- Rule-Consciousness: nonconforming / disregarding rules vs. rule-conscious / dutifull
- Social Boldness: shy / hesitant vs. venturesome / uninhibited 
- Sensitivity: unsentimental / tough minded vs. sensitive / sentimental
- Vigilance: trusting / unsuspecting vs. vigilant / suspicious
- Abstractedness: practical / solution oriented vs. impractical / abstract
- Privateness: artlessness vs. shrewdness
- Apprehension: untroubled / self-assured vs. guilt-proneness / self doubting
- Openness to Change: conservatism vs. radicalism
- Self-Reliance: group adherence vs. self-sufficiency
- Perfectionism: undisciplined / lax vs. perfectionistic / self-disciplined
- Tension: relaxed / patient vs. tense / impatient

Eysenck
(1970)

3 Dimensions:
- Extraversion
- Neuroticism
- Psychotocism

Figure 2: Overview over the Personality Theories of Guilford, Cattel and Eysenck 

(Source: Own illustration in reference to Guilford (1959), Cattel (1979) and Eysenck (1970)) 

 

3.2 The ‘Big 5’ of Personality Psychology 

Until the 90s, the large number of different studies about human personality caused almost 

more confusion than they contributed to the explanation of the complex research topic. Since 

the 90s, however, a convergence of the various personality theories can be noticed. Today, 

there is a scientific consensus that the human personality can be described by five personality 

dimensions (McCrae & John, 1992). The development of the five-factor-taxonomy dates back 

until the research studies of Klages, Baumgarten or Allport & Odbert (1936), whose results 

were also used in the studies of Cattel (1979). The wide spectrum of existing theories which 

support the five-factor-model of personality can be divided into approaches which are based 

upon Cattel’s psycholexical data set and approaches independent from Cattel’s data base (for 

an overview of the development of the five-factor-taxonomy see Appendix 2)  

 

Based on Cattel’s work, Fiske already concluded a five factor structure in three different 

factor analyses in 1949. However, due to methodological particularities, his results were not 

considered as evidence for the later postulated five-factor-theory (Ostendorf, 1990). Instead, 

the origin of the development of today’s five-factor-taxonomy is the studies of Tupes & 

Christal. The American Air Force had asked them in the late 1950s to help them in their 
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attempt to predict officer effectiveness. Thereupon, Tupes & Christal conducted several 

studies and always found “five relatively strong and recurrent factors” (Amelang & 

Bartussek, 1997, p. 361) which they denoted as ‘Surgency’, ‘Agreeableness’, ‘Dependability’, 

‘Emotional Stability or Emotionality’ and ‘Culture’ (Digman, 1990). Their study, however, 

was only published within the frame of a technical report of the Air Force and thus remained 

unknown to most personality researchers. In later years, Tupes & Christal’s five factors were 

termed ‘Big 5’ by Goldberg, an expression which is still used until today for the description 

of the human personality dimensions (Digman, 1990). Furthermore, several other factor-

analysts reviewed and confirmed their results (Weis & Huber, 2000). While most researchers 

agreed upon the five-factor-structure which originated from Tupes & Christal’s work, they 

disagreed upon the denotation of the five dimensions. Thereby, especially the definition of the 

fifth dimension led to discrepancies, as can also be seen in the overview presented in Figure 3. 
Author I II III IV V
Fiske (1949) social adaptability conformity will to achieve* emotional control inquiring intellect
Eysenck (1970) extraversion neuroticism
Tupes & Christal (1961) surgency agreeableness dependability emotionality culture
Norman (1963) surgency agreeableness conscientiousness emotional culture
Borgatta (1964) assertiveness likeability task interest emotionality intelligence
Cattel (1957) exvia cortertia superego strength anxiety intelligence
Guilford (1975) social activity paranoid disposition thinking introversion emotional stability
Digman (1988) extraversion friendly compliance will to achieve neuroticism intellect
Hogan (1986) sociability & ambition likeability prudence adjustment intellectance
Costa & McCrae (1985) extraversion agreeableness conscientiousness neuroticism openness
Peabody & Goldberg (1989) power love work affect intellect
Buss & Plomin (1984) activity sociability impulsivity emotionality
Tellegen (1985) positive emotionality constraint negative emotionality
Lorr (1986) interpersonal involvement level of socialisation self-control emotional stability independent

Psychoticism

*Not in the original analysis but noted in a re-analysis by Digman & Takemoto-Chock (1981).  

Figure 3: The Five Dimensions of Personality from Fiske to Present 

(Source: Digman, 1990, p. 423) 

 

The multitude of definitions of the five personality dimensions raises the question which five-

factor-structure should be taken as a valid description of personality or to what extent they 

correspond with each other in terms of their meaning. Weis & Huber (2000) quote a study 

from John (1990), in which he asked ten experts to analyse the different personality 

taxonomies. As a result, most experts supported Norman’s five-factor-structure, except for his 

fifth dimension which they claimed to be defined too narrow. However, deviating from John’s 

(1990) research result, McCrae & Costa’s (2008) NEO Personality Inventory is the 

framework most commonly used within the (brand) personality literature. Costa & McCrae 

(2008) thereby not only determined the general dimensions of personality but also 

operationalised the personality construct by developing a respective questionnaire. Due to the 

particular relevance of this questionnaire for the exploration and measurement of the human 
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personality the personality questionnaire of Costa & McCrae will be elaborated on in the 

following paragraph. 

 

Initially, Costa & McCrae’s (2008) personality framework comprised only three dimensions: 

Eysenck’s ‘Big 2’ personality dimensions ‘Neuroticism’ and ‘Extraversion’ and a third 

dimension which they called ‘open versus closed to experience’. Based on these dimensions 

they developed the NEO-Inventory. This questionnaire comprises six facets for each of the 

three dimensions, which again encompass eight items each. In total, the questionnaire thus 

contains 48 items for each dimension. Due to the emerging consensus of the five-factor-

structure and results from their own studies the authors extended the NEO-Inventory by the 

two dimensions ‘Agreeableness’ and ‘Conscientiousness’ in 1985. The modified 

questionnaire, which is still used today, is called the ‘Revised NEO Personality Inventory’ 

(NEO-PI-R) and comprises 240 items. In addition to that, Costa & McCrae also developed a 

short version of this questionnaire, the NEO Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI), which directly 

ascribes twelve defining items to each of the five dimensions (and leaves out the facet level) 

and thus only contains 60 items in total (Costa & McCrae, 2008).  

 

Due to the particular relevance of Costa & McCrae’s questionnaire for the exploration of the 

human personality and its shared approval within the (brand) personality literature, their five-

factor-taxonomy (‘Extraversion’, ‘Agreeableness’, ‘Conscientiousness’, ‘Emotional 

Stability’, ‘Openness to Experience’) shall be used as an adequate description of the five 

personality dimensions within the frame of this paper.  

 

3.3 Brand Personality 

Personality psychology does not necessarily apply solely to human beings but can also be 

employed on brands. Especially since a personality-directed brand management has been 

established as an effective way to create or increase brand equity, the conceptualisation of 

brand personalities has become a popular research object. The concept of brand personalities 

is thereby based on the assumption that brands, like human beings, have a personality which 

can be defined as the “set of human characteristics associated with a brand” (Aaker, 1997, p. 

347). This assumption originates from the ‘Theory of Animism’ which postulates the basic 

need of people to animate dead objects by providing them with human characteristics and 

which thereby simplifies the interaction with objects (Gilmore, 1919). Thus, customers often 

interact with brands as if they were people or talk about objects as if they were human (Aaker, 
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1996). However, this does not imply that brand personalities can be described simply with the 

human personality dimensions presented before. Various research studies exist which seek to 

develop an appropriate tool to measure brand personality. Some of them will be shortly 

presented in the following before Aaker’s (1997) Brand Personality Scale will be elaborated 

on in more detail. Furthermore, the potential determinants that can influence a brand’s 

personality will be explained.  

 

3.3.1 Dimensions of Brand Personality  

Despite the growing interest in the brand personality concept, its measurement has been 

insufficient for a long time. Until the mid-1990s, researchers had used either ad hoc scales or 

personality scales taken from human personality psychology to examine a brand’s personality 

and to measure its effect on consumer purchase behaviour. Both variants, however, are 

deficient with regard to their representativeness. Ad hoc scales are subjective and as a result 

may include brand personality traits which are not relevant or in turn exclude other important 

attributes. Scales taken from human personality psychology on the other hand have the 

drawback that they are not directly applicable for brands. Some dimensions of the human 

personality are transferable to brands but others are not, as can also be seen in Aaker’s Brand 

Personality Scale (see chapter 3.3.1.1) (Aaker, 1997).   

 

Wells et al. (1957) for example tried to describe brand personalities with the help of adjective 

lists. Their list was thereby based on ‘The Teacher’s Word Book of 30,000 Words’ from 

Thorndike/Lorke where they looked up all adjectives which were named at least 50 times 

among one million people asked. The resulting adjective list was then reduced by all terms 

rather related to the description of objects than of people, ambiguous expressions or terms not 

applicable to the buying process (such as ‘dead’) and finally contained 108 adjectives. A 

limitation of their approach was the missing empirical validation as well as the subjectivity of 

the resulting list. 

 

Alt & Griggs (1988) followed a different approach and divided brands in successful and less 

successful brands. Subsequently, they conducted in-depth interviews in which they asked 

experts to assign characteristic traits to each of the two brand clusters. Their expert interviews 

generated three brand personality dimensions which the authors called ‘Extraversion’, ‘Social 

Acceptability’ and ‘Virtue’. A fourth factor, ‘Potency`, proved to be unstable. However, 

similar to the work of Wells et al., Alt & Griggs’ (1988) scale was not validated and could 
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furthermore not be generalised due to the small number of product categories used (only six 

brands from the FMCG industry were included in the study).  

 

Batra et al. (1993) also tried to develop an appropriate tool for the measurement of brand 

personality. Their approach was based on a list with personality trait expressions compiled by 

Anderson (1968) from which they chose the 200 expressions most suitable for the description 

of brands. Complemented by three further adjectives (old, young and technical), Batra et al. 

(1993) asked a group of postgraduate marketing students to narrow the list down to 30 words. 

Finally, fifteen test persons were asked to evaluate nine brands on the basis of the previously 

generated personality trait list. As a result, Batra et al. (1993) received a seven-factor-solution 

whereby each of the seven dimensions was further specified by two bipolar adjective pairs. 

Like the previous brand personality frameworks, Batra et al.’s study can not be used as a 

representative measurement tool because of the small sample size and the limited number of 

brands included in the test design (Hieronimus, 2003).  

 

Finally, Strausbaugh (1998) used the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) for the description 

of brand personality dimensions. The MBTI is an instrument used for the typologisation of 

personalities and is an advancement of Jung’s personality matrix. According to the MBTI, 16 

personality types exist which result from differences along dichotomous pairs of personality 

traits4. However, many people can not identify with the personality type that resulted from the 

test which questions the model’s validity. While the model is still popular in the USA, it did 

not obtain any acceptance among scientists in Europe (Hieronimus, 2003). 

 

3.3.1.1 Aaker’s Brand Personality Scale   

As becomes obvious from the above mentioned research studies, the brand personality 

construct was lacking a universally valid measuring tool for a long time. Based on the 

insufficiency of suitable brand personality research methods, Aaker (1997) intended to 

remedy this deficit by developing an appropriate model which is valid and generalisable 

across product categories. The Brand Personality Scale (BPS) developed by her was a 

pioneering work on the dimensions of brand personality and had a lasting effect on the field 

of consumer behaviour research.  

                                                 
4 The MBTI model classifies people along two general personality functions which are ‘thinking vs. feeling’ and 
‘sensing vs. intuition’. Each of these personality functions is then paired with the attributes ‘extroversion vs. 
introversion’ and ‘judgment vs. perception’ (The Myers & Briggs Foundation, 2010). 
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Starting with a personality trait generation in Stage 1 of her research, Aaker (1997) collected 

potential brand personality traits by analysing existing personality scales from psychology 

and those used by marketers as well as by interviewing probands within the frame of a 

qualitative research study. The obtained pool of brand personality traits was narrowed down 

to a non-redundant, more manageable set in further studies until the most relevant brand 

personality traits could be identified. Resulting from her research, Aaker defined five 

dimensions that represent a brand’s personality the best, which were ‘Sincerity’, 

‘Excitement’, ‘Competence’, ‘Sophistication’ and ‘Ruggedness’. Furthermore, she 

determined the characteristics which are subsumed under each brand personality dimension. 

The five dimensions with their respective facets (attributes with highest item-to-total 

correlation) are also shown in Figure 4.  

Figure 4: American Brand Personality Dimensions 

(Source: Aaker et al., 2001, p. 23) 
 

As can be seen from the above framework, Aaker’s brand personality scale can be related to 

the Big 5 of human personality (Chapter 3.2) to some extent. For instance, ‘Sincerity’ and 

‘Agreeableness’ are both related to warmth and acceptance, whereas ‘Excitement’ and 

‘Extraversion’ summarise the concepts of sociability, energy and activity. Moreover, the two 

personality dimensions ‘Competence’ and ‘Conscientiousness’ are linked with each other as 

they both comprise the idea of responsibility, dependability and security. In contrast to the 

first three brand personality dimensions, the two remaining dimensions ‘Sophistication’ and 
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‘Ruggedness’ can not be related to any of the Big 5 personality traits (Aaker, 1997; Briggs, 

1992). Aaker (1997) explains this with the innate versus adopted parts of human personality. 

She argues that the three brand personality dimensions ‘Sincerity’, ‘Excitement’ and 

‘Competence’ find an equivalent in the human personality since they are related to innate 

parts of the human psyche. ‘Sophistication’ and ‘Ruggedness’, by contrast, are characteristic 

dimensions which people often desire to have but which they do not necessarily possess. They 

are no innate parts of the human personality and are thus, if at all present, learned by the 

individual. Appendix 3 summarises the comparison of Aaker’s brand personality dimensions 

with the Big 5 of human personality.  

 

3.3.1.2 Evaluation of Aaker’s Brand Personality Scale 

Aaker (1997) was the first scientist who managed to develop a valid and reliable measuring 

instrument for the brand personality construct (Hieronimus, 2003). Her Brand Personality 

Scale found wide approval among other scientists and has been used in many other brand 

personality-related studies. However, despite its common acceptance its validity was tested in 

various research works. Thereby, most studies focused in particular on two aspects: firstly the 

applicability of the BPS within different product categories and secondly its international 

applicability (Hieronimus, 2003). 

 

3.3.1.2.1 Applicability across Product Categories 

Aaker’s BPS has been applied to various product categories, such as restaurants, personal 

computers, or beers. Even though most studies were not able to fully replicate Aaker’s BPS, 

they generally support her five-factor-solution (Hieronimus, 2003). Hayes (1999), for 

example, was one of the first scientists who reviewed Aaker’s brand personality framework 

with regard to sunglasses and came to the conclusion that “in general, the factor analysis 

failed to replicate the five factor structure reported by Aaker” (Hayes, 1999, p. 169). 

Subsequently, Hayes reduced the 42 item scale to fourteen items to match his research results. 

Hayes thus could not fully validate Aaker’s BPS but still followed its basic structure 

throughout his research. Similar to Hayes, Wysong (2000) failed to fully replicate Aaker’s 

Brand Personality Scale in his research as well. In his study about the brand personality of 

US-American beer brands he used Aaker’s brand personality dimensions as basis but had to 

adjust the scale in four cases to fit the research object. Wysong himself explains the divergent 

results with the individual research designs, the specific product category and the choice of 

probands. Villegas et al. (2000) applied the BPS to the personal computer industry and came 
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to the conclusion that even though Aaker’s brand personality scale could not be fully 

validated it was a “useful tool in examining and measuring the personality of computer 

brands” (Villegas et al., 2000, p.13). Their results are thus similar to the ones of Hayes and 

Wysong. Besides the studies presented at this point, more studies exist that examine the BPS’ 

validity by adapting it to further product categories5. Even though most of them failed to fully 

replicate Aaker’s BPS they still approve her brand personality framework as a useful tool 

which can be used, with little adaptations, as a basis for further studies. 

 

3.3.1.2.2 Applicability across Countries 

Concerning the Brand Personality Scale’s international applicability, Aaker (1997) herself 

mentioned the cultural generalisability as limitation of her research study on brand personality 

dimensions. Having conducted the studies in the U.S. ‘only’ she questioned the stability of 

her defined dimensions across cultures, which formed the basis for her future research. In 

2001, Aaker et al. (2001) published a new research paper in which they tested Aaker’s 

original findings in a different cultural context. The rationale behind her assumption that the 

defined brand personality dimensions might differ among countries was the finding that 

brands are consumption symbols which carry a deeper meaning (McCracken, 1986). This 

implies that they represent an individual’s values, beliefs and behavioural patterns. Prevailing 

for the development of these values and beliefs is thereby the culture of each individual. Since 

culture and thus values and beliefs vary among countries (Hofstede 2001; Trompenaars, 1993; 

Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990) Aaker questioned the cross-cultural stability of her defined brand 

personality dimensions. She thus intended to find out if the five dimensions carry universal or 

specific cultural meaning that is if they are alike or divergent among countries.  

 

As research objects Aaker et al. (2001) chose two countries, which were Japan as 

representative of the East Asian culture and Spain as an example of the Latin culture. 

Thereby, the research in both countries resulted in the determination of five brand personality 

dimensions. However, not all of them are identical with the five dimensions defined for the 

USA. Japan and the U.S. share four dimensions which are ‘Excitement’, ‘Competence’, 

‘Sincerity’ and ‘Sophistication’. The fifth American dimension ‘Ruggedness’ could not be 

                                                 
5 For further studies about the BPS’s applicability to other product categories see for example:  
Siguaw et al. (1999) The Brand Personality Scale, An Application for Restaurants or 
Kim (2000) Examination of the Brand Personality and Brand Attitude Within the Apparel Product Category 
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verified for the Japanese context. Instead, a new dimension was found to be relevant for the 

East Asian country which is ‘Peacefulness’. The Japanese Brand Personality Dimensions with 

its respective facets are also shown in Appendix 4. Spain and the U.S. share only three 

dimensions of brand personality which are ‘Excitement’, ‘Sincerity’ and ‘Sophistication’. 

Similar to Japan, ‘Peacefulness’ is a fourth dimension which is also valid for the Latin 

country. Finally, ‘Passion’ was determined as an additional fifth dimension for Spain 

(Appendix 5).    

 

Concluding from the results of the study it can be said that the three brand personality 

dimensions ‘Excitement’, ‘Sincerity’ and ‘Sophistication’ have rather universal cultural 

meanings whereas ‘Competence’, ‘Passion’ and ‘Peacefulness’ are rather specific in their 

cultural meaning. However, what needs to be taken into consideration here is the fact that 

even though some brand personality dimensions seem to be universal across cultures, the 

exact understanding or interpretation (facets) can still vary. For example, even though 

‘Sophistication’ was found to be relevant for both countries, Spain and the U.S., the facets 

subsumed under the dimension partly differ among the two countries. In addition to the 

common facets (e.g. glamorous, good looking, stylish, smooth) it was found that Spain also 

associates attributes with ‘Sophistication’ which the U.S. or Japan rather connect with 

‘Competence’ (e.g. confident, persistent, leader) (Aaker et al., 2001).  

 

Besides Aaker et al.’s (2001) study about the BPS’ international applicability in Spain and 

Japan, Ferrandi et al. (2000) conducted a similar study and examined Aaker’s BPS in a 

French context. They also concluded a five-factor-structure whereby four dimensions 

correspond with the dimensions of Aaker (‘Sincerity’, ‘Excitement’, ‘Sophistication’ and 

‘Ruggedness’). The fifth dimension ‘Competence’ could not be validated for the French 

context; instead a new dimension, ‘Conviviality’, was added to the scale. In contrast to that, 

Smit et al. (2003) did not use Aaker’s BPS as a basis but created a wholly new brand 

personality scale for the Netherlands. Even though they used a similar approach they came to 

a slightly different result and concluded a six-factor-solution. Thereby, only three of their 

dimensions correspond with Aaker’s BPS (‘Competence’, ‘Excitement’ and ‘Ruggedness’) 

and three Netherland-specifc dimensions had to be added (‘Gentle’, ‘Annoying’, 

‘Distinguishing’).  
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Another important validation study is the brand personality research conducted by 

Hieronimus (2003), who reviewed Aaker’s BPS in a German context. Hieronimus (2003) 

used a seven-dimensional scale as a basis for his research, whereby he took Aaker’s original 

five-factor-structure extended by the two additional dimensions found in Aaker et al.’s (2001) 

validation study for Spain and Japan. To ensure an accurate translation of Aaker’s brand 

personality dimensions Hieronimus used the German translation published in Esch (2001), 

which he further adapted to better suit the German context after discussions with marketing 

research experts from the ‘Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung’ (GfK, translated: Organisation 

for Consumer Research). As a result, he came to the conclusion that none of the three BPS 

scales (American, Spanish, Japanese) is applicable for Germany but that an independent scale 

needs to be developed (Hieronimus, 2003). Subsequently, Hieronimus conducted an own 

exploratory factor analysis and derived a two-factor-solution for measuring the brand 

personality construct in a German context. His deviating structure does, however, not 

necessarily contradict with Aaker’s BPS. On the contrary, it rather constitutes a consolidation 

of Aaker’s framework. The first brand personality dimension is ‘Vertrauen und Sicherheit’ 

(Trust and Security) which is a combination of Aaker’s ‘Sincerity’ and ‘Competence’ 

dimensions and which reflects the rational part of a brand’s personality. In contrast to that, the 

second dimension, ‘Temperament und Leidenschaft’ (temperament and passion), stands for 

the emotional personality facet and summarises the two dimensions ‚Excitement’ and 

’Passion’ from Aaker’s BPS. Hieronimus further defines the two brand personality 

dimensions with five additional facets for each dimension (see Figure 5) (Hieronimus, 2003).  

 Dimension Indicator

successfull
down-to-earth
honest
genuine
reliable

Brand Personality
temperamental
imaginative
venturesome
passionate
cheerful

Trust & Security

Temperament & Passion

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Hieronimus’ Brand Personality Scale 

(Source: Translated from Hieronimus, 2003, p. 155) 
 

Concluding it can be said that even though Aaker’s BPS is the scale most popular and most 

commonly used it is not par for par applicable across countries as could be seen from the 
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various validation studies. However, Aaker’s work greatly contributed to the advancement of 

brand personality research and provides a good basis for future research.  

 

3.3.2 Determinants of Brand Personality  

The previous chapter has shown how the brand personality construct can be conceptualised by 

means of different brand personality dimensions, which present a suitable measurement 

framework. Besides its measurement, companies need to know how to manage and control a 

brand’s personality as well. Thus, the following paragraph will elaborate on the determinants 

of brand personality. 

 

Regarding human beings, an individual’s personality is expressed through his behaviour, 

physical attributes, attitudes, beliefs and values or demographic characteristics. Similar to the 

human personality, a brand’s personality can be expressed through a multitude of ways as 

well. Thereby, the characteristic traits and attributes linked to a specific brand are formed and 

influenced through the consumer’s direct or indirect contact with the brand. Direct 

determinants of brand personalities include for instance the user image, which is the set of 

associations linked to the typical user of the brand (Aaker, 1997). Other direct determinants 

are the company’s employees or CEO or a brand’s testimonials. Brand personality thereby 

shapes through the transfer of characteristics from the people associated with the respective 

brand to the brand itself. Furthermore, brand traits can also be formed through indirect ways. 

Among the indirect drivers of brand personality are associations with the general product 

category, product-related attributes, brand name, symbol and logo, packaging, advertising 

strategy, price and selected distribution channels. In addition to the mentioned direct and 

indirect determinants, brand personality furthermore contains demographic characteristics 

such as gender, age or social class (Aaker, 1997).  

 

The spectrum of instruments to manage and control a brand’s personality is manifold. 

However, the various points of contact which the consumer has with the brand can be 

influenced only partly by the company. For instance, while the brand’s advertising strategy, 

packaging, pricing and distribution lie in the hands of the organisation, the image of the 

general product category or the typical user image can be influenced by the company only to 

some extent. To ensure an effective management of the brand’s personality nevertheless a 

firm needs to take these uncertainty factors into account and needs to develop respective 

strategies to counteract potential undesired effects.  
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4. Consumer-Brand Relationships: The Impact of Brand Personality on 

Consumer Behaviour 

As already mentioned, the concept of brand personality is increasingly gaining in importance 

within the successful management of brands. Companies equip their brands with unique 

personalities in order to better satisfy their customers’ needs and to establish long-term 

customer-brand relationships (Weis & Huber, 2000). The previous chapter has already 

elaborated on the different dimensions and determinants of the brand personality construct, 

which a company needs to understand in order to benefit from a brand’s personality as much 

as possible. But to what extent does a brand’s personality finally affect consumer behaviour? 

And is there a relationship between the consumer’s personality and a brand’s personality? 

How does brand personality contribute to create and maintain brand equity? In the following, 

these questions will be answered by analysing the meaning of brands within the consumption 

context and the role of self in consumer behaviour as well as by presenting several self-

concept theories.  

 

4.1 The Functional Benefit Representation Model 

Brand personalities can help to promote the functional benefits of a brand and thereby serve 

as vehicles for representing and indicating product-related utilitarian benefits and brand 

attributes. Harley Davidson can be taken as an example for the explanation of this process. 

The personality embodied by Harley Davidson can be described as a rugged, macho, 

freedom-seeking person what suggests that the brand is a strong, powerful and liberating 

product. The functional benefits of a Harley Davidson are expressed by the brand’s 

personality and thereby become much more convincing (Aaker, 1996). It is easier to create a 

personality which implies the functional benefits than to communicate these benefits directly. 

Furthermore, a brand personality is more difficult to copy than a functional benefit itself 

(Aaker, 1996). The process of representing a brand’s functional benefits by its personality is 

also called information chunking (Hieronimus, 2003). Information chunks bundle information 

such as brand, price and quality and play a crucial role in the consumer’s purchase decision 

(Gabler Wirtschaftslexikon, 2010). The brand’s personality thereby serves as an information 

chunk for the functional benefits of the product (Hieronimus, 2003).  

 

While the Functional Benefit Representation Model has only an indirect link to the 

consumer’s behaviour by strengthening the product’s attributes, other models such as the 
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Self-Expression Model or the Relationship Basis Model aim at more direct effects on the 

consumer-brand relationship as will be shown in the following chapters (Aaker, 1996; 

Hieronimus, 2003).  

 

4.2 The Self-Expression Model or the Role of the Self in Consumer Behaviour 

The premise which underlies the Self-Expression Model is that consumers use brands as 

vehicles to express their self-identity. This identity can be either their actual identity or a 

desired or ideal self which they aspire. People express their own or idealised identity in a 

variety of ways such as job choice, friends, attitudes, opinions, activities and lifestyles. 

Furthermore, another important manner for people to express their personality, which should 

not be underestimated, is their consumption behaviour and the choice of certain brands. 

Brands thereby function as a reflective symbol of the self of the consumer (Aaker, 1996). 

Tucker (1957, p. 139) pointed out in his work that “there has been an implicit concept that 

consumers can be defined in terms of either the product they acquire or use or in terms of the 

meanings products have for them or their attitudes towards products”.  

 

4.2.1 The Meaning of Brands  

The meaning of brands has long been investigated. Since the 19th century scientists have 

started to examine the ways in which people use goods and possessions not only to satisfy 

functional needs but to provide meaning and organisation to their lives. McCracken (1986) for 

example claimed that people are looking for brands whose cultural meanings correspond to 

the person they are or want to become. They are thus looking for products that fit to their own 

or ideal self-concept. In fact, the meaning that resides in consumer products or the 

consumption act itself and the resulting value are often even the trigger or motivation for 

consumers’ purchase or consumption of certain products (McCracken, 1986; Arnould et al., 

2005; Ericksen, 1997; Leigh & Gabel 1992; Levy, 1959). Thereby, the meaning embedded in 

a brand can be of a manifold nature. Park et al. (1986) differentiate between three types of 

meanings which consumers seek to benefit from through the use of a certain product or 

service: functional, experiential and symbolic meaning. Similar to that Arnould et al. (2005) 

present four types of brand meanings, whereby three of them are comparable with the brand 

meanings defined by Park et al. (1986), only that they are called utilitarian (functional), 

hedonic (experiential), and social (symbolic) meanings. In addition to that, Arnould et al. 

(2005) define a fourth type of brand meaning which is the sacred and secular meanings. 

However, since the sacred meanings are related to the emotional or experiential meanings of a 
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brand and the secular meanings overlap with the functional meaning of a product, the sacred 

and secular meanings will not be discussed separately. 

 

As the name already implies, the functional meaning of a product or service depends on its 

functionality that is its ability to perform the basic advertised utilitarian tasks. A product’s or 

service’s functional value is resulting from intrinsic, product-related attributes such as 

performance, reliability, durability or price and satisfies the consumer’s need to solve 

consumption-related problems. To meet the basic functional needs of consumers is essential 

for every brand, however, in times of an abundance of more or less substitutional products 

and services other benefits, like for example the experiential or symbolic meaning of a brand, 

become more important in the market differentiation of one’s products (Levy, 1959; 

Duesenberry, 1964). Eliott (1997, p. 286) for instance states that “consumers do not buy 

consumer products for their material utilities but consume the symbolic meaning of those 

products as portrayed in their images”. This development can be also illustrated with the help 

of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (see Figure 6) 
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Figure 6: Maslow’s Need Hierarchy 

(Source: Arnould et al., 2005, p. 270) 
 

In a more and more saturated market the motivation that is underlying the purchase decision 

has changed. Consumers do not primarily purchase products to satisfy their basic 

physiological and safety needs anymore but to reach higher-order goals. Social needs, self-

esteem needs and the need for self-actualisation come to the fore and play an important role in 

the purchase of products. Thus, brands are increasingly positioned within the emotional- and 

experiential world (Hieronimus, 2003).  
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Brands obtain an experiential meaning if they are “associated with specific feelings or when 

they facilitate or perpetuate feelings” (Arnould et al., 2005, p. 131). The resulting emotional 

value linked to the particular product or service thereby lies in the brand’s ability to satisfy the 

consumer’s desire for sensory pleasure and cognitive stimulation. Finally, brands can also 

have a symbolic meaning which means that they become a medium of social interaction and 

communication. Thereby, the symbolic meaning ascribed to a specific product or brand is 

rather independent from product-related, tangible aspects like single features or the price but 

linked to its value in use, that is the non-product-related, intangible value which the product 

has for the individual consumer (Arnould et al. 2005). Through their figurative character 

brands become reflective symbols of the self. This means that consumers use brands as a 

communication device to express who they are or would like to be (e.g. social status, lifestyle) 

and to show their affiliation with or distinction from certain reference groups (Levy, 1959; 

Grubb & Stern, 1971). The purchase, possession and consumption of brands reveal parts of 

the consumer’s identity which explains the high importance that people assign to the right 

choice of brands. Through the symbolic meaning each purchase involves the assessment of 

the consumer if the respective product or service fits to the individual self-concept (Levy, 

1959). Thereby, brands can be used to either express one’s real self or to show a person’s 

ideal self. The consumer’s self concept will, however, be discussed in more detail later (see 

chapter 4.2.2). At this point the concept of brand meanings, in particular brand symbolism, 

shall be further elaborated on first.  

 

To better understand the brand symbolism phenomenon researchers draw on the science of 

meaning, which is called semiotics. This science argues that communication depends on a 

three-part process named semiosis which is the communication by any type of sign6. The 

semiotic process, also called semiotic triangle, demonstrates how people obtain meanings 

from signs and involves three components which are the object, the sign and the interpretant 

(see Figure 7). Thereby, the object is the product or service which is offered to the consumers 

and which is, at the same time, also represented by the second component of the semiotic 

triangle, the sign. This sign can be any kind of sensory image such as an index, symbol or 

icon7 that stands for the product or service. The interpretant as third element of the triangle is 

the meaning or interpretation of the sign. 

                                                 
6 A sign can be defined as “anything that stands for something else” (Arnould et al., 2005, p. 120) 
7 The difference between an index, symbol and icon can be explained as follows: An index has a causal 
connection to the object it represents and may even share some attributes with it. In contrast to that, the 
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What is important to note here is the fact that 

the meaning derived from the relationship 

between the three components of the semiotic 

process is relative to the cultural context of the 

respective consumer. This means that, 

depending on the cultural knowledge of a 

consumer, the inferred meaning can differ 

between people. Furthermore, the assigned 

meaning of products and services is dynamic 

and does not only vary among different individuals but can also change over time. Therefore, 

marketers need to pursue this changeability and adjust their marketing activities accordingly. 

However, while the semiotic triangle is a useful tool to get a rough overview of the 

underlying process of how brands obtain meanings, it does not explain how exactly 

consumers interpret these signs or how the inferred meanings are transferred to the consumer 

himself. At this place, the ‘Meaning Transfer Model’ of McCracken (1986) is a helpful model 

as it illustrates where the meanings associated with brands come from, how they are created 

and how they are finally transmitted to the individual consumer.  

Figure 7: The Semiotic Triangle 

(Source: Arnould et al., 2005, p. 122) 

 

According to McCracken (1986), the meaning transfer of goods and services runs through 

several stages and is accomplished through different instruments of meaning transfer. In total, 

he defines three locations of meaning – the culturally constituted world, consumer goods and 

the individual consumer – between which meaning is transmitted through instruments such as 

advertising, the fashion system or different kinds of rituals (see Figure 8).  

 

The first stage of McCracken’s model, the culturally constituted world, is the origin of brand 

meaning. Culture is linked with a brand’s meaning because it is the lens through which people 

view the world, what implies that culture also influences how consumers perceive and 

interpret a brand. Thereby, culture functions as a blueprint for our actions and interpretations. 

This means that it constitutes a template which people use to adjust their behaviour so that 

they are able to “operate in a manner acceptable to other members of the culture” (Arnould et 

al., 2005, p.74). The culturally constituted world consists of cultural categories and cultural 

                                                                                                                                                         
relationship between a symbol and its object is of purely conventional nature. Finally, an icon not only 
represents an object through any sign, logo or the like but even resembles or is similar to the object it stands for 
(Arnould et al., 2005). 
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principles which together form these 

blueprints. Cultural categories are the 

conceptual grid which people use to 

organise their world and which serve as a 

structure on which we hold on to and on 

which we orientate ourselves. There are 

several cultural categories such as categories 

of time (e.g. the distinction between 

seconds, minutes and hours or leisure and 

work time), space, nature (e.g. flora, fauna, 

landscape) and person (e.g. class, status, 

gender, age, occupation) which create a 

system of distinction. These categories are interrelated with the cultural principles. While the 

cultural categories are the single parcels of the conceptual grid which segments our world, 

principles are the criteria according to which this categorisation is conducted. They are the 

values, beliefs, norms, concepts and ideals which people follow (McCracken, 1986). 

Figure 8: Movement of Meaning Model 

(Source: Mccracken, 1986, p. 72) 

 

In McCracken’s model the culturally constituted world serves as a basis which the advertising 

and fashion system make use of to accomplish the meaning transfer from world to consumer 

good. The advertising system, for example, brings the consumer good together with the 

culturally constituted world. After having decided which meanings the consumer good is 

supposed to carry, the advertiser has to find out where these desired product meanings are 

resident in the culturally constituted world. The objective thereby is to create a symbolic 

equivalence between the presented situation and the specific good. As McCracken (1986, 

p.75) states, “the [advertising] director must bring these two elements [the culturally 

constituted world and the consumer good] into a conjunction that encourages a metaphoric 

identification of sameness by the would-be consumer. World and good must seem to enjoy a 

special harmony – must be seen to go together“. It becomes obvious here, that the consumer 

plays a decisive role in the meaning transfer from culturally constituted world to consumer 

good since the movement of meaning takes place only if the consumer decodes the 

advertisement in the right way (Williamson, 1978). However, if done properly the product is 

now linked with the culturally constituted world in the desired way and therewith charged 

with meaning. The consumer good as the second location of meaning thereby becomes a 
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medium for or an “objectification of the principles and categories which constitute our world” 

(McCracken, 1986, p. 74) and gives cultural meaning certain concreteness.  

 

As already stated at the beginning of this chapter, the meaning embedded in products or 

services plays a crucial role and is often the trigger for consumers to purchase a certain good. 

Thereby, they seek to transfer the meaning associated with the brand to themselves. In order 

to do that consumers use several types of rituals8 like possession, grooming, exchange and 

divestment rituals. In terms of possession rituals, consumers personalise or customise items 

and therewith take possession of the meaning of a consumer good. For example, people 

individually design, furnish and decorate their houses and thereby also take on the meaning 

that resides within the consumer goods. If the meaning embedded in a product is of perishable 

nature the meaning transfer has to be renewed all the time by conducting grooming rituals. 

For instance, the meaning linked to a certain look of someone (his clothes, hairstyle etc.) is 

perishable because the clothes get dirty and the hair gets rumpled at the latest after one night 

in bed. To renew the meaning, the consumer has to wash his clothes regularly and style his 

hair every morning. Besides, consumers do not only purchase a product to transfer its 

meaning to them but also to pass it on to others. Within the frame of exchange rituals the gift-

giver chooses a certain gift because it possesses meaningful properties which he likes to 

transfer to the gift-receiver by handing over the present. The gift-giver thereby becomes an 

agent of meaning transfer. Finally, consumers get also involved in divestment rituals in order 

to get rid of the meanings associated with a certain consumer good. Usually, divestment 

rituals are performed either to clean a product of meaning that has previously belonged to 

somebody else or to clear a product of meaning before selling or giving it away. 

 

After having conducted one of these rituals, the movement of meaning has reached its final 

location which means that the meaning previously associated with a certain consumer good is 

now transferred to the individual consumer.  

 

4.2.2 The Self and the Selves 

As became obvious in the previous chapter, the meaning that resides within a brand is a 

crucial factor that influences the consumer’s purchase decision. People use brands as a tool to 

                                                 
8 A ritual can be defined as “a religious or solemn ceremony involving a series of actions performed according to 
a set order” (Oxford Dictionary, 2010). 
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express themselves and to reveal parts of their personality. A brand is thereby suited to be a 

symbol of the consumer’s personality if he perceives a fit between his own self-concept and 

the brand’s personality or image. But what exactly is a person’s self-concept? And how is it 

related to consumer behaviour? 

 

A person’s self or self-concept can be defined as the “totality of the individual’s thoughts and 

feelings having reference to himself as an object” (Rosenberg, 1979, p. 7). Arnould et al. 

(2005, p. 388) follow a similar definition by stating that the self-concept is “an organised 

configuration of perceptions of the self, which are available to awareness”, which means that 

self-concepts are “perceptions people have about themselves” (Arnould et al p. 388). While 

there seems to be a consensus about the general definition of the term ‘self-concept’, the 

operationalisation of the self-concept construct leads to discrepancies within the consumer 

behaviour literature (Sirgy, 1982). Thereby, especially the question whether it is a 

unidimensional or multidimensional construct is a point of conflict. While some scientists 

regard it as consisting of only one single variable, the actual self,9 (e.g. Bellenger et al., 1976; 

Birdwell,1968; Green et al., 1969; Grubb & Hupp, 1968; Grubb & Stern, 1971) others define 

it as having two components, the actual and the ideal self10 (e.g. Belch, (1978); Belch & 

Landon, 1977; Delozier, 1971; Delozier & Tillmann, 1972; Dolich, 1969). Other scientists 

again have even gone beyond this two-dimensionality and define the self-concept as a truly 

multidimensional construct (Sirgy, 1982; French & Glaschner, 1971; Dornoff & Tatham, 

1972; Sommers, 1964; Sanchez et al., 1975). Sirgy (1982) for example defines four 

dimensions of the self-concept which he calls actual self-concept, ideal self-concept, social 

self-concept11 and ideal social self-concept. While the actual self reflects a person’s real self, 

the ideal self represents how a person would like to be perceived. Similar to this definition, 

the social self defines the image that one believes others hold of oneself while the ideal social 

self describes the image that one would like others to hold (Sirgy, 1982).  

 

The problem with this disagreement is the proliferation of different self-concept constructs 

(Sirgy, 1982). The research on the effects of the individual’s self-concept on consumer 

behaviour thus becomes very complex and intransparent. Some researchers do not even 

mention which self-concept understanding is underlying their studies. Grubb & Grathwohl 

                                                 
9 The actual self is also termed ‘real self’, ‘basic self’, ‘extant self’ or simply ‘self’ (Sirgy, 1982). 
10 The ideal self is also called ‘desired self’ or ‘idealised image’ (Sirgy, 1982). 
11 The social self is also called ‘looking-glass self’ or ‘presenting self’ (Sirgy, 1982). 
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(1967, p. 26) for example simply postulate that “the consuming behaviour of an individual 

will be directed toward the furthering and enhancing of his self-concept through the 

consumption of goods as symbols”. Only recently have scientists started to investigate the 

question to what extent the different conceptualisations of the self-concept construct are 

interrelated. According to Malhotra (1988) it is important to follow a multidimensional 

perspective, which especially incorporates the real, ideal and social self-concept, since the 

majority of approaches to the self-concept that have been advanced in psychology postulate a 

three-dimensional definition and refuse to speak of the one self concept of a person. Malhotra 

(1988) furthermore states that a multidimensional understanding of the self-concept is also 

supported by the literature on self-esteem and self-consistency, which have been advocated as 

two self-concept motives and which are related to the actual and ideal self. Within the frame 

of this paper it is also the differentiation between actual and ideal self which will lead the 

discussion about the effect of the self-concept on consumer behaviour. 

 

Apart from the discussion about the uni- or multidimensionality of the self-concept, it is 

assumed that the self is composed of a multitude of different self-concepts. What is meant by 

that is that people can activate different self-concepts according to specific situations they are 

involved in or roles which they are playing. A woman might, for instance, activate a different 

self-concept when she is at home with her children than when she is going out with her 

friends. At home she might be the caring, loving and responsible mother while she is the 

young, adventurous woman when being with her friends. Another example would be the man 

who is the though, ambitious and disciplined boss at work and the sensitive, understanding 

and caring man when being at home with his wife. In the self-concept literature the different 

self-concepts which an individual can activate are also called ‘working selves’ (Arnould et al, 

2005). Depending on what is most relevant in a particular social setting or situation, 

individuals focus on different aspects of their self and respective personality traits can be 

accessed or can become salient. The concept of our working selves is also very relevant for 

marketers since the currently active working self influences the processing of self-relevant 

information. People selectively process information and pay more attention to information 

which is relevant to them. Thereby, individuals pay more attention to information that is 

consistent with their self-concept and are resistant to information that is incongruent with 

their self-representations. Self-relevant information is furthermore processed more efficiently 

and better remembered or recognised. Thereby, our currently activated working self 

influences our information processing and the assessment whether information is self-relevant 
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or not (Arnould et al., 2005; Markus & Kunda, 1986). Besides, self-concepts do not only 

change between situations but also over time. New self perceptions are added, others are 

changed and even the relationship between an individual’s self-concepts can vary. Thereby, 

self-concepts are particularly dynamic during certain role transitions like for example the 

transition from secondary school to university, when changing jobs or after a divorce. The 

change between different self-concepts is then also accompanied by altered consumption 

patterns (Arnould et al., 2005). 

 

The development of the consumer’s self-concept is not distinct from society and culture but is 

influenced by three aspects of an individual’s environment: significant others, material objects 

and ideas (see Figure 9).  
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Figure 9: The Relational Self 

 (Source: Arnould et al., 2005, p. 389) 
  

The self does not develop as a personal, individual process but evolves through the process of 

social experience (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967). This means that the people with whom 

someone interacts, also called significant others, influence the consumer’s self-concept. These 

people thereby serve as a reference group or a kind of benchmark since the self-concept is 

maintained or enhanced through their positive response or respectively diminished through 

their negative response (Grubb & Stern, 1971). Arnould et al. (2005, p.609) define a reference 

group as “a group whose presumed perspectives, attitudes, or behaviours are used by an 

individual as the basis for his or her perspectives, attitudes, or behaviours”. However, 

individuals are not only influenced by the reference groups they belong to but also by those 

they do not belong to. This implies that consumer’s do not only use other people as point of 

reference with whom they like to be associated with but also those they want to distance 

themselves from.  
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Arnould et al. (2005) distinguish between four types of reference groups: the avoidance 

reference group, the aspirational reference group, the disclaimant reference group and the 

contactual reference group. Regarding the avoidance reference group, the consumer 

intentionally is not a member of this group, meaning that he does not belong to it and also 

does not want to. Hence, the consumer is avoiding products or brands which could prompt 

others to think that he is a member of this group. In contrast to that, the aspirational reference 

group is a group of people to which the individual does not belong to but to which he has a 

strong positive attraction. He would like to become a member of this group and thus 

purchases brands which other members of this group consume to express his affiliation. 

Concerning the disclaimant reference group, the consumer unintentionally is a member of 

this group. As a consequence he tries to avoid consumption patterns which are common for 

this group in order to disassociate from them. Finally, the contactual reference group is 

characterised through a positive, intentional membership. The consumer is a member of this 

group and is also happy about it. In this case the consumption of brands is directed towards 

the reinforcement of group membership. In general, the degree of reference group influence 

differs between people and types of products. Some people or products are more susceptible 

to be influenced by reference groups than others. Factors influencing the degree of group 

influence are for example the visibility of consumption, the relevance of the reference group, 

the type of product (search good vs. experience or credence goods12), the level of information 

and confidence as well as the level of distinctiveness of behaviour (see Figure 10) (Arnould et 

al., 2005). 
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Figure 10: Consumption Situations and Degree of Reference Group Influence 

(Source: Arnould et al., 2005, p. 613) 

                                                 
12 Search goods are products whose attributes can be evaluated by the consumer through visual inspection (e.g. 
grocery products). In contrast to that, the product attributes of experience goods (e.g. automobile tires) can not be 
assessed through inspection only. An actual product trial and experience is required to evaluate the attributes. 
Finally, regarding credence goods such as an insurance coverage the evaluation of the product features is 
difficult or impossible even after consumption (Keller, 2008).  
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Furthermore, the consumer’s self-concept is also related to material objects. As already 

pointed out in the previous chapter, people buy or consume products not only for their 

functional value but also to enhance their self-concept through the symbolic meaning 

embedded in these products. Brands can thus help to form a person’s self (Arnould et al., 

2005). Sometimes the brand does not only represent the consumer but even becomes a part of 

him. In these cases the literature speaks about brands as extended selves, meaning that it 

becomes “an extension or an integral part of the self” (Aaker, 1996, p. 156; Belk, 1988; 

Arnould et al., 2005). Consumption is thus closely intertwined with an individual’s self-

concept as will also be shown in the following chapter.  

Finally, the development of the individual’s self-concept is also directed by his ideas, values 

and beliefs. The belief system influences the way how people perceive and respond to their 

environment and thus also the self (Arnould et al., 2005). 

 

Concluding it can be said that the self-concept grows out of the interaction with all three 

aspects. This implies that if one of the three elements changes, a change can also be expected 

for the individual’s self-concept and his behaviour (Arnould et al., 2005). Furthermore, the 

behaviour of the individual is always lead by two motives: the self-esteem motive, which 

refers to the “tendency to look for experiences that enhance the self-concept” and the self-

consistency-motive, which denotes the “tendency to behave consistently with an individual’s 

view of himself” (Arnould et al., 2005, p.275).  

 

4.2.3 Self-Concept Theories 

Consumer behaviour researchers and marketers try to understand why people prefer one 

specific brand from a multitude of virtually substitutional brands already since a long time 

(Birdwell, 1968). Thereby, especially the impact that brand personality has on the consumer’s 

purchase decision was and still is researched. For a number of years theorists speculated about 

the effects of personality on consumer choice and attempted to prove that people with 

differing personalities buy different sorts of products (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967; Birdwell, 

1968). Evans (1959) for instance tried to classify Ford and Chevrolet owners by differences in 

personality variables. He thereby tried to prove that the choice of a specific brand reflects the 

personality of the owner. Evans used the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule13 to measure 

                                                 
13 The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule is a test design developed by Allen L. Edwards which consists of 
120 items which again describe 15 personality variables. These were taken from Murray’s list of primary and 
secondary needs. For more information see Evans (1959) or Edwards (1957). 
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consumer personality but could not find important personality differences between a limited 

sample of Chevrolet and Ford owners. Similar to Evan, Westfall (1962) also experimented 

with automobile owners and examined whether owners of standard models, compact models 

and convertible models differ in their personalities. Using the Thurstone Temperament 

Schedule14 to examine consumer personality he could, however, find no significant 

differences between the three clusters of test persons.   

 

Tucker and Painter (1961) after all succeeded to prove at least some kind of relationship 

between the consumers’ personality variables and product usage (Dolich, 1969). As 

personality measurement tool they used the Gordon Personal Profile15. However, they only 

found weak correlations between the different products and certain personality components. 

Other studies were more successful, as for instance Birdwell (1964), who obtained significant 

relationships between the consumer’s self-concept and the product choice of automobile 

brands. He found evidence for his two hypotheses that an owner’s perception of his car is 

congruent with his perception of himself and that the average perception of a specific car type 

and brand is different for owners of different sorts of cars. Similar to that, Grubb (1965) found 

congruence between the consumer’s self-concept and the consumed beer brand.  

 

Further self-concept research has been manifold and has gone into various research directions. 

First, scientists have investigated the relationship between the self-concept and socio-

psychological factors. Theorists following this approach used the self-concept as 

segmentation criteria and intended to show how different consumer segments vary in their 

self-concepts. Furthermore, consumer behaviour was examined as a function of direct self-

concept influences. This approach assumed that the self-concept influences our attitudes 

towards things and thus also influences purchase behaviour. In contrast to that, other self-

concept studies held the view that it is the other way round and that brand image is a function 

of consumer behaviour. Advocates of this research direction claimed that it is not necessarily 

brand image that influences our purchase behaviour but that our purchase decisions influence 

                                                 
14  The Thurstone Temperament Schedule is an instrument to assess important, stable traits which describe how 
normal, well adjusted people differ from each other. It is designed to assess those traits which are relatively 
permanent for each person, and excludes those which reflect recent social experience, social identifications, 
disturbing experiences, or exposure to propaganda. For a more detailed description see Westfall (1962) or 
Thurstone (1949). 
15 The Gordon Personal Profile measures four personality dimensions [Vorherrschaft (predominance), 
Verantwortung (responsibility), emotionale Stabilität (emotional stability), Geselligkeit (sociability)] which are 
defined as being significant components of a person’s personality. For more information see Tucker & Painter 
(1961) or Gordon (1963). 
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our perception of a certain brand image. However, the research direction most commonly 

followed analyses consumer behaviour as a function of self-concept/product-image 

congruence, which is known today as the self-congruence theory and which will thus be 

elaborated on in more detail in the following chapter (Sirgy, 1982). 

 

4.2.4 The Self-Congruence Theory 

The relationship between self-image16 and product-image has long been examined within the 

frame of consumer behaviour research. In 1955, Gardner and Levy already pointed at the 

symbolic meaning of products and Pierre Martineau (1957) postulated that the product or 

brand image is a symbol of the consumer’s personality and that it is used as a way to express 

one’s own individual self-image (Weis & Huber, 2000). Also Levy (1959) argued that the 

consumer is not functionally oriented but that his behaviour is significantly affected by the 

symbols encountered in the identification of goods in the marketplace. Following these 

propositions a number of self-concept theories were formulated that were supposed to 

describe, explain and predict the precise role of consumers’ self-concepts in consumer 

behaviour. Grubb and Grathwohl (1967, p.26) for example formally proposed that “the 

consuming behaviour of an individual will be directed toward furthering and enhancing the 

self concept through the consumption of goods as symbols”. Consumers were thus thought to 

prefer products or brands with personalities congruent to their own self-concept. The 

theoretical basis for this assumption can be found in the interpersonal attraction literature in 

social psychology, which suggests that people tend to perceive others whom they like as 

being more similar to them than those they dislike. Similarly, individuals also seem to like 

people whom they perceive to be similar to them better than they like people who are less 

similar. These findings from social psychology can be transferred to the consumer behaviour 

context which then leads to the hypothesis that people prefer brands with personalities similar 

to their own (Ross, 1971). 

 

Sirgy (1986, p. 14) defines self-congruity as “the process of involving the match or mismatch 

between a stimulus representing a perceived self-image and a referent self-image”. This 

means that the consumer’s purchase behaviour is influenced by his perception of the fit 

between the brand’s identity or image and his own identity. Thus, the more congruent both 

personalities are, the higher is the consumer’s preference and purchase intention for the 

                                                 
16 Self-image is used here as synonym for self-concept.  
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respective brand. This identity-comparison can thereby be related to the consumer’s actual as 

well as ideal self (Sirgy, 1982). Sirgy (1986) explains the consumer’s aspiration for a 

congruence of his own and the brand’s personality with three motives: the self-esteem motive, 

the self-consistency motive and the self-knowledge motive (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: Social Behaviour as a Function of Self-Concept Motives 

(Source: Sirgy, 1986, p. 8) 
 

Self-esteem is related to self-evaluation and expresses how a person feels and thinks about 

himself (Arnould et al., 2005). It depends on various factors such as the interaction with 

others, personal experiences of success or failure or heredity. Arnould et al. (2005, p.393) 

states that self-esteem is “linked to the reflected appraisal of others and can be seen as a prism 

through which an individual views the world”. Self-esteem is an important aspect of 

personality since it affects our goal setting, the selection of preferred environments and the 

stress, anxiety and depression we experience in various situations. Furthermore, self-esteem 

also affects people’s self-efficacy which can be defined as “people’s beliefs about their 

capabilities to exercise control over events that affect their lives” (Arnould et al., 2005, p. 

395). People with a higher self-esteem are also thought to have a higher self-efficacy than 

people with a low self-esteem. In relation to that, the self-esteem motive is the individual’s 

“motivational tendency to engage in information processing and/or overt action that may lead 

one to perceive oneself in a positive light” (Sirgy, 1986, p.7). This means that people strive to 

enhance their self-concepts or self-esteem by approaching their aspired images or standards 

they have for themselves (Coopersmith 1967, Rosenberg 1979). The aspired images are 

represented by the consumer’s ideal self, which serves as a kind of benchmark. Self-esteem is 

thus a motivational component to realise our ideal self concept (Bauer et al., 2000). As Sirgy 

(1982, p.187) puts it, self-esteem is “a conscious judgment regarding the relationship of one’s 

actual self to the ideal self or social self”. This relationship between real and ideal self and 

self-esteem as evaluative component can be explained by the self-discrepancy theory which 

states that a high discrepancy between real and ideal self leads to a low self-esteem (Higgins, 
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1989). Another motive closely linked with the self-esteem motive is the need for social 

approval, which is related to the individual’s social or ideal social self. People constantly try 

to create particular images of themselves within the minds of others and thereby try to create, 

maintain and modify their public self in a manner congruent to their ideal self image (Sirgy 

1986). 

 

In contrast to that, the self-consistency motive can be defined as the “motivational tendency to 

engage in information processing and/or overt action that may lead one to perceive oneself in 

a manner consistent with prior beliefs about oneself” (Sirgy, 1986, p.7/8). This means that 

people have the need to maintain internal consistency within the self and thus protect their 

self-concept from changes. As a consequence, individuals concentrate on experiences which 

support their self-concept and try to avoid experiences which could endanger it (Lecky, 

1945). Lecky (1945, p.123) also claims that “because the self-concept is one’s only guarantee 

of security, its preservation soon becomes a goal in itself. S/He seeks the type of experiences 

that confirms and supports the unified attitude and rejects experiences which seem to promise 

a disturbance of this attitude”. Thus, while the self-esteem motive is related to one’s ideal self, 

the self-consistency motive is connected with the actual self, meaning that people are striving 

for congruence with the real self-concept through the purchase of respective products. The 

assumption that consumers prefer brands with personalities congruent with their own 

personality is also supported by the theory of cognitive dissonance which postulates that the 

behaviour of people is directed towards the maintenance of the own self-concept. Dissonance 

is a state of psychological discomfort which people seek to avoid. Thus, individuals are 

looking for brands with personalities identical to their own to maintain cognitive consistency 

(Sirgy, 1982). 

 

Finally, the consumer’s behaviour is also directed by the self-knowledge motive, which is the 

“motivational tendency to engage in information processing and/or overt action that may lead 

one to know more about oneself” (Sirgy, 1986, p.8). This motive is interrelated with the other 

two behavioural motives since the enhancement of one’s self-esteem as well as the 

maintenance of self-consistency requires a good knowledge of oneself. The self-knowledge 

motive thus actually comprises two motives: first, the desire to acquire information to meet or 

exceed certain information standards about the self (self-knowledge/-esteem motive) and 

second, the desire to acquire information that is consistent with how one sees oneself (self-

knowledge/-consistency motive) (Sirgy, 1986). Derived from the three motives that direct the 
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consumer’s behaviour three types of self-congruity can be defined. Evaluative self-congruity 

refers to a self-congruity process which is mainly guided by the self-esteem motive and only 

secondarily moderated by self-consistency effects. In contrast to that, perceptual self-

congruity is mainly guided by the self-consistency motive and only secondarily moderated by 

self-esteem effects. Finally informational self-congruity relates to a self-congruity process 

guided by the two dimensions of the self-knowledge motive. Thus, two types of informational 

self-congruity can be determined, which are informational-evaluative self-congruity and 

informational-perceptual self-congruity (Sirgy, 1986). Concluding it can be said that the self-

esteem motive leads to an approach to one’s ideal self-concept whereas the self-consistency 

motive supports the real self-concept. 

 

The effects of self-esteem and self-consistency motives on the consumer’s purchase decision, 

and therewith also the interrelationship of actual and ideal self, are as well illustrated by the 

four different self-image/ brand-image constellations defined by Sirgy (1982) (see Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: The Effects of Self-esteem and Self-consistency Motives on Purchase Motivation 

(Source: Sirgy, 1982, p. 290) 
 

According to Sirgy’s self-congruence theory, the perceived congruity or incongruity between 

one’s own personality and the brand’s personality influences the consumer’s purchase 

motivation (Sirgy, 1982). However, the final purchase decision is also affected by self-esteem 

and self-consistency motives which act as mediating factors of the relationship between self 

image and brand image. Thereby, the two motivations are in some cases compatible with each 

other while they are conflicting in others. Positive self-congruity results from the combination 

of a positive self-image and a positive brand image and thus satisfies both motives. From the 

self-esteem perspective the consumer will be motivated to purchase the positively valued 

product since it helps him to maintain or even enhance his positive self-image and to come 

closer to his ideal self. Furthermore, the self-consistency motive is also fulfilled due to the 
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congruence between self- and brand-image. As a result, the individual will be motivated to 

approach the brand. Positive self-incongruity, on the other hand, is characterised through a 

negative self-perception and a positive product image. This discrepancy between self- and 

product-image does not comply with the individual’s self-consistency motive; however, it will 

help him to enhance his self-concept and thus satisfies the self-esteem motive. As can be seen 

here, there is a conflict between the two behavioural motives which complicates the decision-

making process. No matter if the consumer decides to buy or not to buy the product he will 

always offend against one of the motives.  

 

Similar to that, negative self-congruity refers to the combination of a negative self-image and 

negative brand image, which implies that the product would satisfy the consumer’s need for 

self-consistency but contradict with the self-esteem motive. Brand- and self-image are both 

negative and thus congruent with each other; however, a negative product image does not 

contribute to the consumer’s endeavour to an enhanced self-image. Similar to the positive 

self-incongruity state, the two motives are conflicting here and thus do not point to a definite 

purchase decision. Last but not least, negative self-incongruity is present when the consumer’s 

self-image is positive and the brand-image is negative. In this case, the purchase of the 

product would conflict with both motives and thus leads to an avoidance purchase motivation. 

The product would neither maintain internal consistency between the consumer’s behaviour 

and his self-image nor would it contribute to the enhancement of his self-concept (Sirgy, 

1982; Sirgy, 1985).  

 

Concluding it can be said that the different (in)congruence constellations influence the 

individual’s purchase motivation differently. While positive self-congruity determines the 

strongest level of purchase motivation, negative self-incongruity has the opposite effect and 

discourages the consumer to purchase a certain product (Sirgy, 1982). But what about the 

other two congruence constellations? Which of the two motives will have the higher weight 

and will ultimately determine purchase motivation? This question can be answered with the 

individual’s tendency to monitor himself. The self-monitoring tendency that is the “tendency 

to manage self-presentation to fit the social situation through consumption” differs between 

people (Arnould et al., 2005, p. 414). While high self-monitors constantly monitor their 

behaviour in different situations in order to ‘look good’ and to comply with other peoples’ 

expectations of how people should behave in a particular situation, low self-monitors are 

more concerned with being themselves and do not care about others’ opinions (Arnould et al., 
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2005). Thus, the behaviour of low self-monitors is more consistent across different situations 

because they always show their real and honest self. Their behaviour is more influenced by 

stable personality factors than by situational factors (Snyder & Monson, 1975). The extent to 

which people monitor themselves depends on their age, culture or the specific situation. 

Furthermore, the self-monitoring tendency also influences which types of advertising 

messages people find persuasive. The high self-monitor is concerned with the self-

presentational significance of products (e.g. the successful or popular image associated with a 

certain brand) whereas a low self-monitor is more concerned with dimensions related to 

product quality such as taste or effectiveness.  

 

The behaviour of low self-monitors points at a domineering role of the self-consistency 

motive since they “value congruence between who they are and what they do” (Snyder, 1987, 

p.5). The lower the self-monitoring tendency of an individual, the higher the congruence 

between brand personality and real self-concept. In contrast to that high self-monitors adapt 

their behaviour to different situations to fit the situation and are mostly oriented on the 

behaviour of others which are present in the specific situation (Snyder & Monson, 1975). 

Thus, the higher the self-monitoring tendency of an individual, the higher the congruence 

between brand personality and ideal self-concept and the more present is the need for self-

esteem. Concerning the two congruence constellations with conflicting mediating factors, a 

consumer with a high self-monitoring tendency most probably purchases the product in case 

of the positive self-incongruity and rejects the brand in case of the negative self-congruity 

situation. In contrast to that, someone with a low tendency to monitor himself behaves in the 

exact opposite way and avoids the product in the positive self-incongruity situation and 

purchases the product in case of negative self-congruity (Bauer et al., 2000, Arnould et al., 

2005). Depending on whether the need for self-esteem and thus the need to approach one’s 

ideal self or the need for self-consistency and the maintenance of one’s real self predominates, 

it is spoken of ideal-congruity or self-congruity respectively (Sirgy, 1985).  

 

The question which self-concept, the real or ideal self, and thus also which self-motive, self-

esteem or self-consistency, comes to the fore when purchasing a product or brand was 

initially also thought to depend upon product conspicuousness17. Scientists conjectured that 

publicly consumed goods are stronger influenced by the ideal self/self-esteem motive and that 

                                                 
17 Product conspiciousness can be defined as “the extent to which a product is consumed in public” (Sirgy, 1982, 
p. 291). 
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privately consumed goods are rather related to the actual self/self-consistency motive (e.g. 

Dolich, 1969, Ross, 1971). However, research results failed to support this hypothesis.  

 

4.2.5 Critical Evaluation of Sirgy’s Self-Congruence Theory 

The crucial role which the self-concept plays for the consumer’s purchase behaviour is long 

recognised. Various self-concept theories have been formulated which seek to explain the 

interrelationship between consumer and brand personality. However, do consumers really 

prefer brands with personalities congruent with their own personality? 

 

It is difficult to evaluate Sirgy’s self-congruence theory and to prove or reject it. A multitude 

of studies exist which researched the effect of self-image/brand-image congruity on consumer 

behaviour (for an overview see Appendix 6). However, the problem is that they do not follow 

a common approach. Each scientist uses his individual conceptual framework which results in 

the fact that the research studies vary in the type of self-concept used (actual, ideal, social...), 

the self-concept and brand image measures, the congruity model, behavioural measures and 

the like. This inconsistency in the research approaches is a major drawback which makes it 

difficult to evaluate Sirgy’s self-congruence theory. It is impossible to compare the various 

studies or to derive universally valid results since they follow completely different research 

designs. The validity of the results is very limited to the specific research situation including 

the sample population, the product category or type of self-concept used. Furthermore, the 

disagreements about the theoretical basis of the self-congruence theory sacrifices theoretical 

parsimony (Sirgy, 1982). These difficulties within the self-congruence research do not only 

show the complexity of the whole construct but also emphasise the need for further research 

within this area.  

Nevertheless, Sirgy (1982) himself tried to summarise the findings of the various studies and 

to formulate universally valid results. Thereby, he came to the following conclusions: 

 

• The relationship between actual self-image/product-image congruity (self-congruity) 

and consumer choice (e.g. product preference, purchase intention and/or product 

usage, ownership and loyalty) has been widely supported by numerous studies.  

• The relationship between ideal self-concept/product-image congruity (ideal congruity) 

and consumer choice (e.g. product preference, purchase intention, product usage, 

ownership or loyalty) has been generally supported.  
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• The relationship between social self-concept/product-image congruity (social 

congruity) and consumer choice (limited to product preference, purchase intention and 

store loyalty) has not been strongly supported. 

• The relationship between ideal social self-concept/product-image congruity (ideal 

social congruity) and consumer behaviour (limited to product preference, purchase 

intention and store loyalty) has been moderately supported. 

• The moderating role of product conspicuousness on the relationship between self-

concept/product-image congruity and consumer choice has been largely unsupported.  

 

According to these findings, Sirgy’s self-congruence theory can be verified at least with 

regard to a consumer’s actual and ideal self. However, other limitations of the self-congruence 

theory which need to be taken into consideration are contradicting research studies about the 

effect of self-concept on consumer behaviour as well as behavioural constraints. Opposing 

with Sirgy’s theory about self-congruence, some scientists claim that the preference for a 

particular brand does not result from the perceived congruence between the consumer’s actual 

or ideal self-image and the brand’s image but that it is the other way round, meaning that the 

preference for a certain brand influences the consumer’s perception and leads to a perceived 

image congruity (Weis & Huber, 2000; Bosman, 1996). Regarding the behavioural 

constraints, it needs to be considered that the consumer’s self-concept is not always revealed 

in his behaviour due to other factors constraining his behaviour. Hence, consumers can not 

always act in the way they would like to act. For instance, if a mother would like to be a 

nurturing homemaker self but does not have the time for it her behaviour does not reveal her 

real self-concept. Another good example is cars where the behavioural constraint is not time 

but money. If someone thinks that his self-concept fits best to a Porsche but can not afford to 

buy one he has to buy a cheaper car which in turn might not fit to his self-concept. Marketers 

try to help consumers overcoming or alleviating these barriers to self-expression by 

developing and positioning respective products (e.g. frozen dinner entrees or bread and pasta 

machines, cheap loans) (Arnould et al., 2005). 

 

Finally, the self-congruence theory assumes that people are looking for brands with a 

personality identical with their own. However, in some cases the opposite is true. Individuals 

sometimes do not wish to be or become like a certain brand personality but to have a 

relationship with it. This understanding is picked up by the ‘Relationship Basis Model’ which 

will be further explained in the following. 
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4.3 The Relationship Basis Model 

Some people do not aspire to have the personality of someone else but to have a relationship 

with this person. For instance, if people need a banker or lawyer they certainly look for a 

person who is trustworthy, dependable and conservative; characteristics which might seem to 

be a bit boring but which are valued in the specific situation. Thus, the person might look for 

someone fulfilling these criteria without intending to be like him. The same holds true for 

brands. Individuals do not always look for brands with personalities similar to their own but 

also look for brands with differing, sometimes opposing, identities. Regarding the relationship 

between the consumer and a brand, brand personality plays an important role since it provides 

depth, feelings and liking to the relationship. However, a brand-customer relationship can also 

be based upon purely functional benefits (like a business relationship between people). 

Furthermore, one brand can have different kinds of relationships with different people 

depending on the customer’s perception of the brand. 

 

In general, there are three approaches to the relationship between the customer and the brand. 

Aaker (1996) defines the brand as a friend of the consumer. Similar to the relationship 

between people, a brand-consumer relationship is based on the same premises, which are 

trust, reliability and welfare. The brand thereby takes on functions of a human friend. 

Blackston (1993) goes one step further and emphasises the reciprocity of relationships 

between consumers and brands. He understands a brand as having an own attitude and states 

that brands, contrary to popular belief, are not only a passive element in the customer-brand 

relationship but that this relationship, similar to a person-person relationship, is affected by 

the brand’s appearance and attitude towards the consumer. Blackston considers brands as 

having an own ‘opinion’. In order to understand the whole essence of the customer-brand 

relationship it is necessary to consider not only the customer’s opinion about the brand but 

also what the brand thinks about the customer. According to Blackston (1993), the customer-

brand relationship thus has two active partners at each end. His approach was used in a 

research study of a credit card brand where customers were segmented into two groups 

depending on how they thought the credit card brand would relate to them. Both segments had 

very similar perceptions of the brand personality itself but differed in their attitudes of what 

the credit card ‘thinks of them’. While one segment believed the personified credit card to 

make supportive comments (e.g. “My job is to help you get accepted”, “You have a good 

taste”), the other segment thought that the credit card would make negative comments (e.g. 

“Are you ready for me, or will you spend more money than you can afford?”). The second 
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group thus did not only associate positive characteristics such as being sophisticated and 

classy with the credit card but also negative personality traits like for example being snobbish 

and condescending. This difference resulted in dissimilar relationships with the brand which 

again resulted in different levels of ownership and usage.   

 

Similar to Blackston, Fournier (1998) describes the brand as an active partner as well. Being 

one of the most popular brand relationship researchers, Susan Fournier conducted the most 

complex analysis of brand-customer relationships whereby she noted that brand actions have 

an effect on the brand personality and the brand-customer relationship. The brand’s strategy 

and management thereby plays a crucial role since it is responsible for the brand’s ‘behaviour’ 

which in turn can heavily influence the customer-brand relationship. Fournier (1998) 

furthermore developed an instrument to measure the quality of a brand relationship. The 

Brand Relationship Quality (BRQ) framework comprises six dimensions (love and passion, 

self connection, commitment, interdependence, intimacy, brand partner quality) which are 

commonly associated with strong relationships between people and which suggest how brand-

customer relationships should be conceived (for a more detailed presentation of the BRQ 

dimensions see Appendix 7). The higher the brand relationship quality the more brand loyal is 

the customer (Aaker, 1996).  

 

Concluding it can be said that consumers do not only use brands as reflective symbols of their 

own self-concepts but also as a kind of self extension. This means that they do not necessarily 

buy a certain brand in order to support their real or ideal self but to extend their own 

personality by characteristics which they do not primarily possess themselves. By developing 

a relationship with a brand the consumer can benefit from the brand’s characteristics without 

adopting them.  
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5. Brand Personality as Source of Brand Value 

The previous chapter has shown how brand personality or the congruence between consumer 

and brand personality impacts consumer behaviour by presenting three different models. In 

the following, the consequences of brand personalities and its relevance for a successful brand 

management shall be elaborated on. 

 

5.1 The Brand Value Chain 

As already mentioned throughout this thesis, brands are of elementary value for every 

company. They fulfil important functions for the company as well as the consumers and are 

the foundation for the corporate success. Brands as intangible assets account for the biggest 

part of a company’s value, thus brand value becomes the most important source of 

shareholder’s capital. Considering the positive correlation between brand and company value 

and therewith the company’s existence it is crucial to understand how brand value can be 

created and increased. Literature about brand valuation is extensive and presents various 

approaches. Thereby, some frameworks interpret brand value as a pure monetary 

measurement, whereas others focus on non-monetary, consumer-oriented factors such as 

brand image or loyalty (BBDO, 2001). An extensive discussion about the validity of the 

various brand valuation methods would exceed the scope of this paper, however, it shall be 

noted here that monetary or economic as well as non-monetary, psychographic aspects need 

to be considered when determining a brand’s value. Both types of brand value are interrelated 

with each other as can be seen in the Brand Value Chain (see Figure 13).  
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Figure 13: Brand Value Chain 

(Source: Keller, 2008, p. 318) 
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The Brand Value Chain (BVC) is a framework to trace the value creation process for brands 

to better understand the sources of brand value as well as the financial impact of brand 

marketing expenditures and investments (Keller, 2008). Thereby, the model underlies the 

basic assumption that “the value of a brand ultimately resides with customers” (Keller, 2008, 

p. 317), which emphasises the importance of consumer-oriented, psychographic aspects. The 

brand value creation process consists of four value stages and begins with the company’s 

investment in a marketing program that targets actual or potential customers. The respective 

marketing activity affects the customer mind-set, which comprises everything that exists in 

the minds of customers with respect to the brand: thoughts, feelings, experiences, images, 

beliefs, attitudes. The customer mind-set thus represents the attitudinal or mental 

consequences of a certain marketing program. However, in order to increase brand value an 

attitudinal change within the minds of the consumers does not suffice but also needs to 

positively affect consumer behaviour. The behavioural consequences of a marketing 

investment are presented by market performance indicators such as price premiums, price 

elasticities or market share and directly influence the monetary brand value or shareholder 

value. Furthermore, different linking factors, so-called multipliers, intervene between the 

value stages and determine the extent to which value created at one stage transfers or 

multiplies to the next stage (Keller, 2008).  

 

As becomes obvious, the financial brand value is dependent upon the psychographic brand 

value which is represented by the customer mind-set. The non-monetary brand value is also 

defined as brand equity or brand strength within the brand valuation literature. This 

differentiation between brand value as overall financial value and brand equity or brand 

strength as non-monetary brand value shall also be used throughout this thesis. According to 

the BVC, brand equity can thus be understood as a source of brand value (Keller, 2008; 

Hieronimus, 2003). But what role does brand personality play in the brand value creation 

process? The relevance of brand personalities or the congruence between brand and consumer 

personality for brand management lies in its impact on brand equity (Hieronimus, 2003). With 

regard to the BVC, brand personality can thus increase brand value through its influence on 

the customer mind-set as will be shown in more detail in the following chapters.  

 

5.2 Customer-Based Brand Equity 

Keller (2008, p. 48) defines brand equity as “the differential effect that brand knowledge has 

on consumer response to the marketing of that brand”. This definition implies that brand 
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equity arises from differences in consumer response, which again result from different 

knowledge structures. Thus, brand knowledge is the source of brand equity. Thereby, brand 

knowledge consists of two components: brand awareness and brand image. Brand awareness 

is “the consumer’s ability to identify a brand under different conditions” (Keller, 2008, p. 51) 

and is a necessary but not sufficient step in building brand equity. If the consumer does not 

know that the brand exist it will never find its way into the consumer’s consideration set18 and 

consequently will not be bought. However, in order to prevail against other competing brands 

within the consideration set the brand needs to link strong, favourable and unique associations 

to it as well, which build the brand’s image. Brand image is the “consumers’ perceptions 

about a brand, as reflected by the brand associations held in consumer memory (Keller, 2008, 

p.51). While brand awareness and brand image are crucial to build up brand equity further 

brand equity building steps exist that need to be considered as well. In this regard the 

Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) pyramid is a suitable and very popular model which 

presents brand equity as a sequence of steps (see Figure 14)19.  
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Figure 14: Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid 

(Source: Keller, 2008, p. 60) 
 

To build brand equity marketers have to follow the four steps of the CBBE pyramid which 

means that in the first place a company needs to create a brand identity which lays the 

foundation for the whole process. In the following, the organisation does not only need to 

                                                 
18 The consideration set can be defined as “the handful of brands that receive serious consideration for purchase“ 
(Keller, 2008, p. 54).  
19 Alternative models to the CBBE pyramid are for example Millward Brown’s Brand Dynamics model or the 
Equity Engine by Research International (see Keller, 2008).  
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create awareness or salience20 of this brand identity among potential customers but also link 

strong, favourable and unique associations with it within the minds of the consumers. By 

linking product- as well as non-product related associations to the brand a company has to 

create a meaning and establish points of parity (POP) as well as points of difference (POD)21 

within the product category. The consumer’s perception of the brand is crucial for the brand 

evaluation that is his thoughts and feelings towards the brand. In the last step of the CBBE 

pyramid the company has to convert the brand response to create an intense, active loyalty 

relationship between the customer and the brand. What needs to be taken into consideration is 

that the different brand building steps are consecutive, which means that brand meaning 

cannot be established unless a brand identity has been created, responses cannot occur unless 

the right meaning has been developed, and a consumer-brand relationship cannot develop 

unless proper consumer responses have been elicited. Significant brand equity thus only 

results if brands reach the top of the pyramid. Thereby, the CBBE pyramid combines two 

routes to brand building: the building blocks up the left side of the pyramid represent a more 

rational route to brand building whereas the right side of the pyramid displays the emotional 

route. Strong brands are usually built upon both sides of the pyramid (Keller, 2008; Keller, 

1993).   

 

As becomes obvious, many factors exist that influence brand management and the creation of 

brand equity. Brand personality is one of these factors. A personality-directed brand 

management can help companies to build up brand equity by exploiting the emotional 

benefits of a brand and building up long-term customer-brand relationships. 

 

 

 

                                                 
20 Brand awareness refers to the consumer’s ability to recognise or recall a certain brand. Thereby, brand 
recognition is “the consumer’s ability to confirm prior exposure to the brand when given the brand as a cue” 
(Keller, 2008, p. 54) whereas brand recall relates to “the consumer’s ability ro retrieve the brand from memory 
when given the product category, the needs fulfilled by the category, or a purchase or usage situation as a cue” 
(Keller, 2008, p. 54). Furthermore, it is distinguished between the breadth and depth of brand awareness. The 
depth of brand awareness “measures how likely it is for a brand element to come to mind and the ease with 
which it does so” (Keller, 2008, p. 61). In contrast to that, the breadth of brand awareness measures the range of 
purchase and usage situations in which the brand element comes to mind (Keller, 2008).  
21 PODs are „attributes or benefits that consumers strongly associate with a brand, positively evaluate, and 
believe that they could not find to the same extent with a competitive brand” (Keller, 2008, p. 107). In other 
words, PODs differentiate one offer from another. However, while differentiation is always emphasised with 
regard to creating brand equity, the importance of POPs should not be underestimated. Before differentiating 
one’s brand from those of competitors it is necessary to create certain POPs in order to show belongingness to a 
certain product category (category POPs) or to negate competitors’ PODs (competitive POPs) (Keller, 2008).  
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5.3. The Impact of Brand Personality on Brand Equity 

“Brand personality increases consumer preference and usage” (Aaker 1997, p. 354). “Brand 

personality evokes emotions in consumers” (Aaker 1997, p. 354). “Brand personality 

increases levels of trust and loyalty” (Aaker 1997, p. 354). Statements like these have 

contributed to the fact that companies have recognised the relevance of brand personalities for 

building brand equity and thus increasingly incorporate it in their brand management 

strategies. As Freling & Forbes (2005) state, brand personality is indistinguishable from other 

constructs such as brand image or brand identity and has become an integral part of brand 

development and brand strategy. This can, for instance, also be seen from the development of 

different brand identity frameworks where brand personalities are increasingly integrated22. 

However, while most marketers seem to readily accept the notion that brand personality is 

related to favourable advantages, support of these assumptions is insufficient since the 

relationship between brand personality and brand equity has not been subject to extensive 

empirical testing (Freling & Forbes, 2005). As already mentioned, brand personality as well 

as self-concept research is still in its infancy and researchers have primarily concentrated on 

the conceptualisation of the brand personality construct until today. Still, the few research 

results that do exist shall be reviewed within this thesis and serve as a basis for discussion.  

 

5.3.1 Review of Empirical Studies 

Kressmann et al. (2006) postulate that self-image congruence positively affects brand loyalty, 

whereby they differentiate between direct and indirect effects of self-image congruence on 

brand loyalty. From their model it follows that the higher the congruence between the 

consumer’s self-concept and brand personality, the higher the brand loyalty (direct effect). 

Furthermore, self-congruence has a positive effect on functional congruity, product 

involvement and brand relationship quality which in turn positively influence brand loyalty 

(indirect effect). Functional congruity refers to “the match between consumers’ ideal 

expectations of utilitarian product features and their perceptions of how the brand is perceived 

along the same features” (Kressmann et al., 2006, p. 955). According to Kressmann et al. 

(2006), self-congruity is likely to favourably bias consumers in the way they process the 

utilitarian aspects of the brand. Conversely, if self-congruity is low, consumers are likely to 

form an unfavourable attitude toward the brand, which in turn should bias their evaluation of 
                                                 
22 Aaker (1996) for example claims that a company should not only think of a brand as a product but also as an 
organisation, a person and a symbol. Similar to that, Meffert & Burmann (2002a) also understand brand 
personality as being one dimension of a brand’s identity. Kapferer (2004) who presents brand identity by means 
of a hexagonal prism also incorporates brand personality as one of six identity facets into his model.  
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the brand based on the functional attributes. Thus, the greater the self-congruity with the 

brand, the greater is also the functional congruity. In turn, functional congruity contributes to 

brand loyalty.  

 

Besides, Kressmann et al. (2006) also postulate a positive relationship between self-congruity 

and BRQ. In the context of interpersonal relationships, individuals are seeking to strengthen 

and enhance their own self-concept. Thus, they are looking for partners with characteristics 

similar to their own which they can incorporate. The attractiveness of a partner thereby 

depends on his potential for self-extension, which is enhanced when the partner is perceived 

to be similar to one’s own ideal self. This also translates to consumers’ relationships with 

brands. Kressmann et al. (2006) claim that the greater the self-congruity with a brand, the 

higher the quality of the relationship with that brand. And the higher the brand relationship 

quality, the higher brand loyalty. Finally, Kressmann et al. (2006) include another 

intermediating component in their model which is product involvement. Self-congruity 

heightens consumers’ involvement with a brand which in turn has a positive effect on BRQ 

and functional congruity.  

 

Bauer et al. (2000, 2002) followed a similar approach like Kressmann et al. (2006) and 

analysed the direct and indirect effects of the congruence between consumer and brand 

personality on brand loyalty. Thereby, they identified ‘identification with the brand’ and 

‘satisfaction’ as mediating factors for brand loyalty. According to Bauer et al. (2000, 2002), 

personality congruence positively influences customer satisfaction which in turn increases 

brand loyalty23. An important factor for customer satisfaction is product quality which so far 

has been mainly limited to technical-functional quality aspects. However, the emotional 

product performance also contributes to satisfaction. Thereby, “brand personalities, as crucial 

part of brand image, can be conceived as a key to the emotional qualities of a product” (Bauer 

et al. 2002, p.709). Thus, a brand with a personality that supports or enhances an individual’s 

self-concept is thought to increase satisfaction on the emotional level (Bauer et al., 2000). 

Furthermore, Bauer et al. (2000, 2002) claim that a brand’s personality facilitates the 

identification of the consumer with the brand and therewith increases the personal meaning of 

the brand for the consumer. Through the identification with a brand the consumer defines his 

self and builds up a relationship with that brand; the brand becomes a vehicle for self-

                                                 
23 Product or brand satisfaction as crucial determinant for brand loyalty has been proven by a multitude of 
empirical studies (Bauer et al. 2002 refer to Homburg et al., 1999 for a comprehensive overview).  
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expression. Thereby, brand identification is even higher if there is a congruence between the 

brand’s and the consumer’s personality. Since brand identification comes along with a strong 

customer-brand relationship it is also thought to have a positive effect on brand loyalty. 

Furthermore, it functions as a barrier to switch brands (Bauer et al. 2000, 2002).  

 

In contrast to Kressmann et al. (2006) and Bauer et al. (2000), Hieronimus (2003) researched 

the effect that brand personality per se, and not self-congruence, has on brand equity. 

Furthermore, he operationalised brand equity with the help of five determinants: strength of 

brand association/brand salience, brand differentiation, brand trust, brand sympathy and brand 

identification. He found out that brand personalities positively affect brand salience through 

their role as information chunk. Thereby, brand personalities support the information 

processing through their categorising effect and incresease information efficiency. This can be 

explained by the fact that brand personalities serve as a key information that summarise 

functional as well as non-functional brand attributes and thereby support cognitive processes 

(Hieronimus, 2003; Kroeber-Riel et al. 2009). Moreover, Hieronimus (2003) proved positive 

effects of brand personality on brand differentiation. Brand personalities differentiate a brand 

from another on a non-functional, emotional-symbolic level and hence constitute a POD. 

Since a brand’s personality operates at the non-functional level it is furthermore difficult if 

not impossible to copy and can therewith give the company a sustainable competitive 

advantage (SCA). The crucial role of brand personalities for differentiation becomes evident 

as well from Hieronimus’ finding that 40% of a brand’s differentiation is attributable to its 

personality. 

 

In addition to that, Hieronimus (2003) postulates a positive effect of brand personality on 

brand trust, which plays an important role within relationship marketing and for building 

brand loyalty (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Thereby, brand trust is 

increased if consumers associate the brand with personality traits such as being honest and 

reliable. The relevance of personality-based attributes which becomes evident here 

emphasises the importance of brand personalities for building brand trust. Furthermore, 

Hieronimus (2003) not only examined the effect that brand personality has on several brand 

equity components but also analysed if both brand personality dimensions influence brand 
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equity to the same extent24. With regard to brand trust he found out that the dimension ‘Trust 

& Security’ has a stronger impact than the dimension ‘Temperament & Passion’. The same 

holds true for brand sympathy. Hieronimus (2003) ascribes this result to people’s need for 

security which is related to the theory of cognitive dissonance. According to this theory, the 

behaviour of people is directed towards the maintenance of the own self-concept which 

explains why they prefer brands with personalities similar to their own self-concept. Brand 

sympathy thereby has a high significance with regard to brand preference and loyalty as can 

be seen from different research studies and brand evaluation models (e.g. the ‘Markeneisberg’ 

(brand iceberg) from ICON) (Hieronimus, 2003). Last but not least, Hieronimus (2003) 

analysed the relationship between brand personality and brand identification which he 

concluded to be positively related. Consumers increasingly use brands as a tool for self 

expression or respectively self extension. Thereby, brand personalities facilitate the transfer of 

personality traits from brand to consumer. 

 

Finally, Kim et al. (2001) also conducted a study about the effect of brand personality on 

brand loyalty. Thereby, they defined the attractiveness of the brand’s personality, the 

consumer’s identification with a brand and the willingness to recommend a brand (word-of-

mouth reports) as determinants of brand loyalty. According to their results, the attractiveness 

of a brand’s personality depends on its self-expressive value as well as its distinctiveness. A 

brand is thought to possess self-expressive value if it is perceived as a suitable tool for 

reflecting and strengthening the consumer’s self-concept (Kim et al., 2001; Belk, 1988). From 

the linkage between self-expressive value and attractiveness of a brand’s personality it also 

follows that the higher the attractiveness of the brand personality, the more will consumers 

identify with that brand. Furthermore, brand identification and attractiveness both have a 

direct positive effect on word-of-mouth reports and thus also an indirect effect on brand 

loyalty (Kim et al., 2001). 

 

5.3.2 Discussion 

As was stated at the beginning of this thesis, the purpose of this paper is to examine how 

brand personality impacts on brand value (see chapter 1.2). In reference to the BVC it was 

already demonstrated that if brand personality influences brand value in any way then it will 

                                                 
24 As was presented in chapter 3.3.1.2.2, Hieronimus (2003) adapted Aaker’s BPS for the German market and 
narrowedm it down to two dimensions of brand personality: Vertrauen & Sicherheit (Trust and Security) and 
Temperament & Leidenschaft (Temperament & Passion).  
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be through its impact on brand equity. According to the results of the above presented 

research studies, brand personality or the congruence between consumer and brand 

personality seem to have a positive effect on brand equity and thus also on brand value. 

However, it is not possible to clearly answer the thesis’ research question solely on basis of 

the few studies that exist until today. To be able to give a more profound answer further 

research is needed to validate the first research results. So far, the existing research results are 

not generalisable but apply only to the specific research context of the respective study, that is 

the particular sample surveyed, the product category used etc. 

 

What becomes apparent from the reviewed research studies is that two general approaches 

exist to tackle the question if and how brand personality influences brand equity: while some 

of the studies examine the effect of brand personality per se on brand equity, others use the 

congruence between consumer and brand personality as basis for investigation. Thereby, both 

approaches come to the conclusion that brand personality itself already has a positive effect 

on brand strength which is reinforced when it is also congruent with the consumer’s self-

concept (Bauer et al., 2000, 2002; Hieronimus, 2003). Thus, companies should not only create 

a brand personality in principle but also consider their consumers’ personalities in order to 

ensure a fit between brand and consumer personality. 

 

Furthermore, it becomes obvious that all studies consider brand loyalty as the ultimate goal 

and as operationalisation of brand equity. However, they use differing mediating factors to 

explain the influence of brand personality on brand loyalty. Brand loyalty is a core dimension 

of brand equity since it generates several advantages that secure a company’s existence. Some 

of the advantages are for example price premiums, less vulnerability to competitive marketing 

actions and crises, decrease of acquisition and promotional costs or the creation of barriers to 

switch brands (Keller, 2008; Aaker, 1996). Thus, the use of brand loyalty as measurement 

parameter for brand equity can be explained with its close link to brand value and therewith 

corporate success. However, according to the CBBE pyramid by Keller (2008), brand equity 

is not only characterised through brand loyalty but comprises three additional aspects: while 

behavioural brand loyalty and active engagement25 indicate the level of activity engendered 

                                                 
25 Active engagement with a brand exists when the consumer is “willing to invest time, enegry, money, or other 
resources in the brand beyond those expended during purchase or consumption of the brand. For example, 
customers may choose to join a club centered on a brand, receive updates, and exchange correspondence with 
other brand users or formal or informal representatives of the brand itself” (Keller, 2008, p. 74).  
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by the relationship between consumer and brand, attitudinal attachment26 and the sense of 

community27 display the intensity or depth of the psychological bond that consumers have 

with the brand. With regard to the effect of brand personality on brand equity it would thus be 

interesting to include the remaining three aspects into the analysis to get a holistic view of the 

relationship between brand personality and brand equity.  

 

Concerning the varying mediating factors that the research studies use to explain the effect of 

brand personality on brand loyalty, it is mentioned by none of them why the particular factors 

were chosen as parameters of brand loyalty. Furthermore, it does not seem as if the studies 

evaluated different determinants from which they then chose the most important ones but that 

they randomly picked any of them. However, the evaluation of the different determinants’ 

relevance for brand loyalty is important in order to determine the significance of brand 

personality for brand loyalty. After having identified the most relevant mediating factors for 

brand loyalty it needs to be examined which of these factors can be influenced through brand 

personality and to which extent. Only then can the relevance of brand personality for brand 

equity be defined. So far only one mediating factor seems to stand out which is ‘brand 

identification’. Nearly all studies included this determinant within their analysis which 

conveys the impression that brand personality or the congruence between consumer and brand 

personality plays a particular important role with regard to this parameter. However, this 

needs to be proven by further studies. Moreover, it is necessary to analyse which other 

intermediating factors are influenced by brand personality. Besides, instead that each study 

uses its own model a universally valid framework should be developed which shows the 

various relationships between brand personality and brand equity according to their respective 

strength or importance. Such a framework would be helpful management tool for managers 

since it can be used as a basis for decision-making and the determination of brand strategies.   

 

Concluding it can be said that brand personality or the congruence between consumer and 

brand personality seems to have a positive effect on brand equity and thus also brand value. 

Thereby, self-congruence has an even stronger impact than brand personality per se. 

However, since too few studies exist to clearly answer the question about the effect of brand 
                                                 
26 “Behavioural loyalty is necessary but not sufficient for brand resonance to occur. Some customers may buy 
out of necessity – because the brand os the only product stocked or readily accessible, the only one they can 
afford, or other reasons. Resonance, however, requires a strong personal attachment” (Keller, 2008, p. 72). 
27 The sense of community emanating from a brand reflects “an important social phenomenon in which 
customers feel a kinship or affiliation with other people associated with the brand, whether fellow brand user, or 
employees, or representatives of the company” (Keller, 2008, p.72). 
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personality on brand value further research is needed. In addition to that, a universally valid 

framework should be developed that incorporates the different relationships between brand 

personality and brand equity and thereby allows for an effective, goal-oriented management 

of brand personalities.  
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6. Conclusion 

In today’s affluent society, in which the provision with basic supplies is secured, the function 

of consumption has changed. Consumers do not primarily purchase products to satisfy their 

basic physiological and safety needs anymore but to reach higher-order goals. Social needs, 

self-esteem needs and the need for self-actualisation come to the fore and play a more 

important role in the purchase of products. Thus, brands are increasingly positioned within the 

emotional- and experiential world of the consumers and non-functional product attributes 

such as the symbolic meaning gain in importance. Within this frame, a personality-directed 

brand management has found its way into the business world. The understanding of brands as 

personalities enables a company to better exploit the emotional benefits of a brand and to 

build up long-term customer-brand relationships and therewith also brand equity. 

Furthermore, it differentiates brands from those of competitors on a non-functional, emotional 

level and can provide a company with a SCA. 

 

Originating from human personality psychology, the concept of brand personalities is 

increasingly gaining in importance. Research about brand personalities, however, is still in its 

infancy. This can also be seen by the fact that no valid measurement framework existed until 

the mid 1990s to determine the dimensions of a brand’s personality. Today, Aaker’s (1997) 

BPS is the most popular framework even though it also has several limitations with regard to 

its applicability across product categories and countries as was demonstrated within this 

thesis. Besides the conceptualisation of the brand personality construct, its impact on 

consumer behaviour has been a major theme in brand personality research. Thereby, three 

modes of action of brand personality on consumer behaviour have been presented: the 

Functional Benefit Representation Model, the Self-Expression Model and the Relationship 

Basis Model. As became obvious here, the consumer’s self-concept plays an important role 

with regard to a personality-directed brand management. According to Sirgy’s (1986) self-

congruence theory consumers are thought to prefer brands with personalities similar to their 

own personality. However, disagreements about the conceptualisation of a person’s self-

concept make the research about the effect of brand personalities on consumer behaviour 

complex and intransparent.  

 

Finally, the thesis has addressed the issue if and in what way brand personality impacts on 

brand value. So far, research on this question is very limited since most existing studies 
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concentrate on the conceptualisation of the brand personality construct or the investigation of 

its impact on consumer behaviour. However, the analysis of a brand’s personality’s role 

within the brand building process is important in order to be able to deduce respective 

strategies and therewith increase a brand’s value. Following from the few research studies that 

do exist, a positive relationship between brand personality or the congruence between 

consumer and brand personality and brand value can be derived. Thereby, brand personality 

influences brand value through its impact on brand equity. As was mentioned in chapter 5.1, 

brand value depicts the monetary brand value whereas brand equity defines the non-monetary, 

psychographic brand value. However, due to the few empirical testings available, it is not 

possible to clearly answer the question about a brand personality’s impact on brand value. 

The existing research studies use their own frameworks which do not seem to be adequately 

supported by theory. Thus, further research is needed in order to develop a consistent, 

universally valid framework which incorporates the different relationships between brand 

personality and brand equity and thereby allows for an effective, goal-oriented management 

of brand personalities.  

 

6.1 Managerial Implications 

Following from the thesis’ analysis it becomes obvious that a personality-directed brand 

management gains increasingly in importance within today’s highly competitive economy. 

Thereby, consumers seem to prefer brands with personalities congruent with their own. Thus, 

marketers should invest in research to identify their target consumer’s self-concepts and 

imbue their brand with a clear personality that matches their customers’ personalities 

(Kressmann et al., 2006). In this case, the brand personality would also function as 

psychological barrier to change since the target consumers identify with the brand. 

Furthermore, it provides a basis for a psychographic, personality-based market segmentation 

and thereby serves as a valuable source of information with regard to brand-related decision-

making and positioning (Bauer et al., 2002). 

 

In order to ensure a proper and efficient integration of the brand personality concept into the 

brand management process Hieronimus (2003) has developed a brand personality 

management system that companies can use for guidance (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15: Brand Personality Management Process 

(Source: adapted and translated from Hieronimus, 2003, p. 215) 
 

Derived from the overarching corporate goals, the company first formulates respective 

marketing objectives which it then breaks down into specific psychographic brand goals 

(targets related to brand equity). In consideration of the different theories dealing with a brand 

personaliy’s impact on consumer behaviour, a corresponding brand personality can then be 

defined (brand personality dimensions). According to the company specific goals different 

brand personality dimensions might be prioritised here. The determination of the brand 

personality’s configuration also directs the choice of marketing instruments to position the 

brand personality (brand personality determinants). Thereby, it is important to mind an 

integrated communication which encompasses all relevant points of contact of the consumer 

with the brand personality. 

 

6.2 Future Research Needs 

Despite the particular importance that brand personalities have meanwhile gained for the 

successful management of brands, research on brand personality is still in its infancy, which 

implies that further research is needed. Thereby, much work is particularly needed with regard 

to theoretical generation, model construction and method development (Sirgy, 1982). Based 

upon the findings from the thesis’ analysis the following future research needs can be 

formulated: 
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As was already mentioned in chapter 3.3.1.1, Aaker’s BPS presents a substantial progress for 

brand personality research since it is the first validated framework to measure brand 

personality and thus incorporate it into a company’s brand management process. However, as 

was seen from the analysis, it is not universally applicable across product categories and 

countries. Thus, further research is needed in order to develop a representative measurement 

scale which can be used for different product categories and countries. With regard to the 

BPS’ cross-cultural applicability it seems that some dimensions are transferable across 

countries whereas others are country-specific. In this respect it needs to be examined which 

brand personality dimensions need to be adapted and in what way. Furthermore, since it 

would be very confusing to have different brand personality scales for every single country it 

should be examined whether it is possible to define measurement dimensions comprehensive 

for several cultural regions. For example, instead of developing an individual brand 

personality scale for Spain, Italy, Portugal etc. it should be investigated whether it is possible 

to develop one scale for all Latin cultures. Concerning the BPS’ applicability across product 

categories, present research is limited to b-to-c brands. Thus, the question arises whether 

Aaker’s BPS can be transferred to the b-to-b market as well (Hieronimus, 2003). If this is not 

the case a new measurement framework needs to be developed specifically for brands within 

the b-to-b market. Moreover, it also needs to be analysed how brand personalities work within 

the b-to-b context. Thereby, it needs to be analysed whether the same theories apply as for the 

b-to-c market. Concerning the determinants of a brand’s personality it is necessary to examine 

the different marketing instrument’s relevance for the shaping of specific brand personality 

dimensions. Only then can marketers leverage brand personalities to achieve overriding 

company goals.  

 

In addition to that, further research is also needed with regard to the impact of brand 

personality or the congruence between brand and consumer personality on brand equity in 

order to verify existing research results. As only a few studies exist so far which researched a 

brand’s personality’s effect on brand strength, no generalisable results can be derived. 

Furthermore, since the research studies do not follow a consistent approach but all follow a 

different research design, research becomes complex and intransparent. In order to remedy 

this deficiency a universally valid framework should be developed that better structures brand 

personality research. Thereby, the framework should not only depict the relationships 

between brand personality and brand loyalty but also incorporate other brand equity 

components such as active engagement, attitudinal attachment or the sense of community 
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(Keller, 2008). Moreover, it is important to know which mediating factors can be influenced 

through brand personality and to which extent since this enables a company to prioritise 

certain factors in its goal setting. 

 

Finally, another research area which needs further investigation is the differences in effect of 

the various brand personality dimensions on brand equity. So far, Hieronimus (2003) has been 

the only one who included this aspect in his analysis. However, in order to ensure a more 

effective management of brand personalities it is necessary to learn about the single 

dimensions’ impact on the different mediating factors of brand equity and the differences in 

effect among them.  
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Appendix 
 

Appendix 1: Themes of Brand Definitions: Antecedents and Consequences to the Brand 

Construct  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Source: De Chernatony & Riley, 1998, p. 426) 
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Appendix 2 : History of the Development of the Five-Factor-Taxonomy 
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Appendix 3: Comparison of the ‘Big 5’ of Human and Brand Personality  
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Appendix 4: Japanese Brand Personality Dimensions  

 

(Source: Aaker et al., 2001, p. 24) 
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Appendix 5: Spanish Brand Personality Dimensions  

 

(Source: Aaker et al., 2001, p. 25) 
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Appendix 6: Studies Relating Consumer Behaviour with Self-Image/Brand-Image 

Congruity  
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a Congruity Model refers to the method used in measuring the degree of match or mismatch 

between the product and the self-concept for a given consumer. 
b The term ‘product’ is used in the broadest sense. 
c Group-Level Analysis refers to a procedure which aggregates across subjects across image 

attributes. Individual-Level Analysis refers to an analysis conducted per subject; and Image-

Level Analysis refers to the procedure which aggregates across subjects per image attribute 
d A number of items in these studies were not reported 

 

 

Appendix 7: Brand Relationship Quality 
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(Source: Fournier, 1998, p. 366) 

 

Love and passion: Intense emotional bonds between partners, and the inability to tolerate 

separtation, reflect the love and passion that exists. In relationships where customers develop 

passionate links to brands, substitutes create discomfort. 

• No other brand can quite take the place of this brand. 

• I would be very upset if I could not find this brand. 

 

Self connection: The partners share common interests, activities, and opinions. 

• The brand’s and my self.image are similar. 

• The brand reminds me of who I am. 

 

Commitment: The partners are committed to each other. There is a desire to improve or 

maintain the quality of the relationship over time, and guilt is felt when it is compromised, 

• I feel very loyal to this brand. 
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• I will stay with this brand through good times and bad. 

Interdependence: The degree to which the actions of the relationship partners are intertwined 

is indicated by the frequency of, importance of, and involvement in the interaction. 

• This brand plays an important role in my life. 

• I feel like something is missing when I have not used the brand in a while 

 

Intimacy: A deep understanding exists between partners. The customer will achieve intimacy 

by knowing details about the brand and its use. One-on-one marketing programs enhance 

intimacy by fostering mutual understanding. 

• I know a lot about this brand. 

• I know a lot about the company that makes this brand. 

 

Brand Partner Quality: This dimension reflects the evaluation by one partner of the 

performance and attitude of the other, including the evaluation by the consumer of the brand’s 

attitude toward him or her. 

• I know this brand really appreciates me. 

• This brand treats me like a valued customer. 

 

(Source: Aaker, 1996, pp. 166-167). 
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